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ROHDE & SCHWARZ MEASUREMENT

FIVE PAGES OF LETTERS - THE BEST WINS A PAIR OF KEF Q150 LOUDSPEAKERS! (UK ONLY)
High-end audiophile quality at a realistic price and each one built to your specific requirements. Arrange a demonstration with your nearest Chord Company retailer and hear the difference for yourself.

Designed and hand-built in England since 1985 by a dedicated team of music-lovers. Find more information and a dealer locator at: www.chord.co.uk
How do you decide what to choose? This month we bring you an almost bewildering option – the fantastically modern B&W Formation Duo loudspeakers (£3500) on p10 that demand a Roon music server and an iPhone or iPad as a means of control, or the traditional but superb Spendor D7.2 loudspeakers. The Formation Duos may seem expensive but their price includes amplifiers, making them an all-in-one streaming system. Yet you need an iDevice and – say – a £400 lifetime Roon subscription to make it all work.

The Spendors (£4500) meanwhile deliver reference standard sound quality and once purchased may last a lifetime with no more input in terms of cost and the need to physically upgrade. With iDevices in the picture, as with the B&Ws, that will never be the case. I know from long and costly experience on Apple’s treadmill of expense and enforced redundancy, talked about by ‘Martin Pipe in his column on p7.

How many computers have we all owned and been forced to junk simply because they were pushed into redundancy by software updates? This problem will always counter against the use of computers; it is possible to include interpretation systems like Apple’s Rosetta, but it isn’t going to happen. I am now wrestling with a new Mac and its T2 security chip that will not allow it to address an array of old MacOS I prefer to keep as original record for legal reasons.

No wonder then that computer sales are in steady decline. I love em but worry about being tied to ‘em for the enjoyment of music. Not everyone thinks likewise (my son!) and there is good argument – that I make in my column on p65 this month, that the new world costs less. Even I don’t believe it, but the sums speak a truth greater than simple belief.

The complexity of modern software systems and the confusion they introduce, of which I give a whiff on p34 in my coverage of wi-fi in hi-fi, is a burden I believe most people just do not want to have to suffer. I’m a geek, but when no one understands what is going on, the geekiness has gone too far. I have conversations with engineers buried in all this and their differing views show frightening confusion reigns. A major reason being, I suspect, that code is being modified, introducing copyright issues and the potential for legal action. Everyone keeps quiet as a result – especially on the net.

High fidelity is becoming split by the old and the new. We have it all in this issue. I hope you enjoy reading about it.

Noel Keywood

Editor

testing (see www.hi-fiworld.co.uk for full explanations of all our tests)

To ensure the utmost accuracy in our product reviews, Hi-Fi World has extremely comprehensive in-house test facilities and our test equipment – from big names like Ronde & Schwarz and Hewlett Packard – is amongst the most advanced in the world.

Loudspeakers are measured using a calibrated B&K & Kjaer microphone feeding a DIO-based computer
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The brand new Chora speaker range brings Focal technology to music lovers who crave a quality sound, wrapped in a modern design. Comprising three new models - the 806 two-way bookshelf, 816 2.5-way and 826 three-way floorstanding speakers - in your choice of black, light wood or dark wood finishes, the Chora line up offers the looks, features and, above all, performance to set it above rivals. Enjoy a full and generous sound, enabled by Focal’s exclusive new Slatefiber cones, the latest example of Focal’s 40 years of speaker innovation. Made in France, Chora is at home anywhere.

Explore High-Fidelity
To experience the Focal Sound, contact your nearest dealer: www.focal.com/store
READY SET GO!
You can now buy some pretty tasty headphones from the likes of Focal, Sennheiser, Audeze and Fostex – to name but a few. High-end headphones need a high-end headphone amplifier to this end we now have the £3,999 HP 205D from Icon Audio. As its name suggests, the new amp is based around the venerable 205D directly-heated triode – one per stereo channel, operating in ‘single-ended’ mode. Designed by Western Electric in the 1920s, this valve is claimed by Icon to “bring you closer to the music”. Of relatively-simple design, the distinctive-looking 205D is probably the oldest valve to remain in production.

So why use a valve that’s nearly 100 years old? “Many audiophiles have discovered” Icon explained to us, “that a simple well-designed valve amplifier can give greater purity and intimacy than more complex solid-state designs. A small power output valve...has excellent qualities for headphone use, being very linear in operation and of low-impedance”. It is reckoned to be a good match for the best headphones, which are “very revealing and can sound clinical and overly-bright with some amplifiers”.

Features of the pure Class-A HP 205D include specially-wound output transformers, an outboard power supply with “time honoured valve-rectifier and choke circuit”, full-sized components that have been “chosen carefully to avoid negatively-influencing the ultimate sound quality”, a driver circuit based around the ECC88 (a post-war medium gain dual triode, highly regarded for its neutrality), “traditional hard-wiring throughout” (no circuit boards), ALPS Blue Volume control and – curiously! – the option of a Bluetooth receiver. Icon presentation, reckons Icon, is characterised by “the highest definition and incredible dynamics but in nice way...more vivid and warmer sounding”. The HP 205D can be used as “a stand-alone unit or as part of a hi-fi system”.

Contact: Icon Audio, +44 (0)1162 440593, www.iconaudio.com

HOLY PUNK
Described as the “Holy Grail of Punk”, London’s Music Mania record fair at Byron Hall, Harrow HA3 5BD boasts some unusual star attractions. Topping the list price-wise is an Abbey Road 2-sided acetate from The Sex Pistols: Anarchy in the UK/No Fun. For this, look into your wallet for £14,500! A withdrawn 7in single of God Save the Queen is going for £13,000. There are more acetates and rarities at collector prices. Music Mania claims to be Britain’s biggest Record Fair covering all genres from 1950s-2019. Could be worth a look; pencil in 26-27 October 2019.

SOUND IN MOTION
Last month’s announcement that PMC will be distributing Martin Logan in the UK has already borne fruit. We now have details of the new Motion Series speakers, which are claimed to make “Martin Logan performance available, in a cabinet speaker, to a wider audience”. The new range, which serves both music and home-cinema reproduction, takes advantage of the American firm’s developments in speaker technology. Their Folded Motion tweeter is said to deliver the “accuracy, delicacy, fast transient response and distortion free output of an electrostatic panel”. Making this possible is its lightweight thin-film design, which is crimped into an “accordion-like structure” to yield a surface area “8 to 10 times” that of a typical tweeter. The tweeter works in conjunction with one or more “custom built, stiff and lightweight” aluminium coned drive units that are reckoned by PMC to deliver a “broad, realistic midrange, with dynamics that smoothly blended with deep, musical bass”. Feeding these high-tech wonders are “proprietary Votkotm” crossovers hand-built to “exacting tolerances”. The bookshelf speakers (£795 Motion 1i and £1195 Motion 35TXi) are two-way designs, while the three floorstanding models (the £1595 Motion 20i, £1995 Motion 40i and £2995 Motion 60TXi) and both centre channel speakers (the £695 Motion 30c and £945 Motion 50TXi) are three way.

Contact: PMC, +44 1767 586300 www.martinlogan.co.uk, www.pmc-speakers.com
CLEAN SWEEP
Sixteen years after PrimaLuna opened for business, the Dutch company has taken the radical step of withdrawing the entire existing product range to make way for “the next phase in PrimaLuna’s evolution” – the “Evolution Series”. It’s arranged into four ascending tiers – EVO 100 (“entry-level”), EVO 200, EVO 300 and EVO 400.

Each level comprises an integrated amp, a preamp and a power amp, all of which build on the design of the outgoing models with upgrades to key circuit components, improved internal wiring and other enhancements such as re-engineered transformers and greater output power.

Some of the new models benefit from facilities like dedicated headphone amplifiers and – in the case of the EVO 300 and 400 power amps and EVO 400 preamp – balanced XLR connectors.

An unusual feature is the optional phono stage, isolated in its own enclosure and designed to attach beneath the integrated and preamp models.

PrimaLuna’s thirteenth component is the unusual EVO 100 Tube Digital Analogue Converter (£2,888), a DAC that features the world’s first valve-based clocking circuitry to give digital sources a sonic presentation “that matches the natural fluidity of the best fully-analogue audio systems”.

Thanks to PrimaLuna’s ‘Adaptive AutoBias’ circuit, the EL34 pentode output valves fitted as standard to the integrated and power amplifiers can be replaced by alternatives like the KT88 or KT 120.

Prices of the amplifiers, available with black or silver front panels, range from £2,198 (the EVO 100 integrated) to £3,300 (a EVO 400 pre-power combo).

Contact: Absolute Sounds (UK distributor), +44 (0) 208 971 3909 www.absolutesounds.com

POINTS OF REFERENCE
Described as ‘reference class’ are the SC-LX904 and SC-LX704 AV receivers from Pioneer, including the latest version of the Japanese company’s ‘Direct Energy HD Amplifier’ technology. A proprietary take on efficient Class-D amplifiers, it’s here used to provide enormous amounts of multi-channel power. The £2,499 LX904 has 11 channels rated at 215W into 4 Ohms, LX704 smaller brother (£1699), meanwhile, boasts 9 channels at 215W.

Both units feature two ESS9026 384kHz/32-bit DACs and are claimed to “offer consumers a new level of sight, sound and scale” thanks to their integration of IMAX Enhanced technology.

Other features include support for Dolby Atmos and DTS:X, dialogue-enhancement, a ‘Pro’ version of Pioneer’s well-known MCACC (Multi-Channel Acoustic Calibration system) room-tuning technology, 7 HDMI inputs plus 3 outputs, and support for formats like Ultra HD and HDR10/HLG, networked conveniences like Chromecast and Bluetooth, Alexa support, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, internet radio, an ‘Audio Exclusive Mode’ that switches off the HDMI video signal, a network-disabling ‘AV Direct Mode’, user ‘presets’, DSD compatibility and the ability to work with locally-networked music sources as well as services like Spotify and Deezer.

If you’re still working with discs you might also be interested in Pioneer’s new PD-50AE SACD player, incorporating ideas that have trickled-down from the flagship PD-70AE. The £1,799 PD-50AE features an ESS DAC and fully-discrete analogue/digital power-supply circuitry to “bring out the very best from your favourite SACD, CD and MQA-CD albums”. The PD-50E also boasts a DAC mode (with optical and coaxial digital inputs), 3-position digital filter, audiophile construction techniques, a “Quiet Vibration Control Drive Mechanism” and USB-playback support.

Contact: Pioneer, +44 (0) 2039 368086 www.pioneer-audiovisual.eu
**BEST BUDS?**

Klipsch's latest contribution to on-the-move listening is the T5 series of earphone designs. Currently four-strong, the range is claimed to cover all-in-the-ear bases. First is the T5 True Wireless, a model offering up to 32 hours of Bluetooth apt-X/HD playback making it a "traveller's dream". The patented oval ear-tips of the T5 True Wireless are said to improve noise isolation, bass response and comfort – while four integrated mics make for intelligible hands-free phone calls. Its "Zippo-style" carry case also acts as a wireless charging unit. Look out for the review in next month's issue.

More active sorts might prefer the £110 T5 Sport, the "super-secure" fit of which makes it ideal for "cardio-workouts" they say. The Bluetooth-equipped T5 Sport's dynamic driver combines high output and full bass extension, while battery life is specified as "up to" 10 hours.

Next is the wireless T5 Neckband – a "compelling mix of form and function" with leather neckband that sits "directly on your neck, or tucks under your collar".

Last but not least is the more conventional (non-Bluetooth) T5 M Wired (£70), which is said to "a secure-fitting, wired design". Aimed at those who don't require added features, the T5 M Wired features a "superb-sounding dynamic moving-coil micro speaker driver" with Klipsch's "patented, great-fitting oval ear tips".

Contact: Henley Audio (UK distributor), +44 (0)1235 511166 www.henleyaudio.co.uk

**FYNE TIME**

Proudly-Scottish speaker-manufacturer Fyne Audio was formed a couple of years ago by six audio-industry professionals boasting "over 30 years experience", some with Tannoy. Its mission is "to deliver ground breaking loudspeakers, designed and manufactured in Scotland".

The £3,500 F502SP floor-stander is Fyne's first "Special Production designated loudspeaker design". This 'SP' version of the award-winning F502 boasts "some of the very best components and engineering from across Fyne Audio ranges" and is personally-tuned by Dr Paul Mills, Fyne's technical director. Its rigid 200mm fibre-coned "IsoFlare" bass/mid driver and 25mm magnesium-diaphragm compression tweeter, with its "unique HF waveguide", are derived from the F702 and fed by an "exclusive crossover".

Also derived from the higher-end speaker are "driver, crossover and bass-tuning expertise". The 'BassTrax' porting system of the standard F5023 cabinet has been improved, while the pinth – preciselyengineered to complement the F502SP's cabinet – features a bass-diffuser developed for Fyne's premium F1 series. Fyne claims that the F5023SP is capable of an "incredibly even, full-range frequency response with true point-source isotropic radiation for outstanding musical imaging". Standard finishes are piano gloss black or white; an additional £300 gets you walnut.

Contact: Fyne Audio, +44 (0)141 428 4008 www.fyneaudio.com

**DEJA VU?**

To many of us, it seems as if the Walkman personal cassette player was launched only yesterday. Incredibly though, Sony’s iconic device first appeared four decades ago. Forty years on, and the Walkman brand is still very much alive – although the underlying technology has changed beyond recognition. Sony has paid homage to the original TPS-L2 model, launched on 1st July 1979, with a ‘40th anniversary edition’ called the NW-A100TPS Walkman.

Sporting a 40th anniversary logo on its rear panel, the unit is supplied with a specially-designed soft case and packaging that pays homage to the TPS-L2. Instead of playing cassettes though, the £400 NW-A100TPS relies on 16GB of internal memory as the storage medium. Features of the Android-powered device include compatibility with a wide variety of codecs (including MP3, AAC, AIFF, DSD up to 4x and lossless PCM-derived formats like FLAC, APE and WAV up to 192kHz/24-bit), 35mW S-Master Class-D headphone amplifiers, a microSD slot for more music capacity, various sound modes (including a vinyl simulator and noise cancellation), Bluetooth, up to 12 hours of battery life and a user interface that recalls the era of cassettes. A version without the 40th Anniversary livery, the NW-A105, is available for £320.

Contact: Sony, +44 (0)203 564 4264 www.sony.co.uk
Air Power

B&W's Formation Duo loudspeakers are wi-fi wonders with a powerful sound, says Noel Keywood.

Why not have a loudspeaker – or two of them – with no wires! Just send in music through the air via a wi-fi link. This is what B&W's Formation Duo loudspeakers reviewed here offer. Top B&W quality from a pair of standmount, mains powered active loudspeakers; OK, there are mains cables but little else is needed. Play music wirelessly from the internet or a Roon home server. Price £3499.99, stands a £699.00 optional extra.

Control is from an iPhone or iPad by a free app; there is no remote control. This is a complex system based on music transmission over wi-fi and getting our old-world analogue turntable plugged in was extra cost, as I'll come to explain. There are things to talk about!

But on to the loudspeakers themselves, since they are the largest determinant of sound quality. The Formation Duos are a high quality two-way design with 165mm (6.5in) Continuum cone bass/midrange unit from B&W's 800 Series Diamond loudspeakers. That's the lower unit fronted by a perforated protective grill.

Above it sits a 25mm (1in) Carbon Dome tweeter that I locked onto pretty fast as having a nicely clean sound – not zingly like metal or diamond coated tweeters. The tweeter assembly floats on a suspension system to lessen influence from activity below, to give sharper treble imaging. Because below, the Formation Duo packs two 125 Watt Class D amplifiers in each cabinet, one for bass/midrange and one for tweeter, making for a powerful package; in effect you get a 125 Watt stereo amplifier in each loudspeaker.

The cabinet is a sealed box with no port, digital signal processing (DSP) compensating for sealed box ('infinite baffle') behaviour, also providing bass and treble tone controls, plus volume adjustment, controlled by the app. Incoming digital is converted to analogue to feed the amps via a 32bit/192kHz DAC, but the units stream audio between themselves at 24bit/96kHz.

The cabinet houses not just these amplifiers and DSP, but no less than ‘seven separate radios’ for connection into wi-fi and to other units such as a subwoofer. Reason being the stereo pair must communicate with no time delay (latency) between each other for steady stereo imaging, time delay being quoted as 1µs (one millionth of a second). Both surround-sound and multi-room use are available.

To minimise attenuation of the transmitters the cabinet is made from Formi 12mm-23mm thick. This is a polypropylene / wood fibre mix that is enormously strong and rigid, but has good damping properties. Separate internal chambers house the electronics. The cabinets feel rock solid when rapped with the knuckles, measuring 395mm (15.6in) high, 197mm (7.8in) wide and 305mm (12in) deep. Weight is 10.6kgs (23.4lbs).

Mains power required is 100V-240V 50/60Hz so there are internal switch-mode power supply units that allow operation in any territory. Power consumption in Sleep mode is ‘below 6Watts’; Cabinet colours are white or black.

At rear each cabinet has a recess with sockets for a power cable with two-pin ‘calculator’ mains plug, plus an RJ45 ethernet socket. Although the 'speakers talk to each other, there are no analogue or SPDIF digital inputs here – more on this soon!

Although music is delivered in via wi-fi from the wi-fi section of a domestic router, alternatively they can be connected up via ethernet, each loudspeaker needing its own ethernet cable back to the router. This means extra cables – but wired connection is more assured. However, I am told that although the loudspeakers inter-communicate, if connected by ethernet then both must be connected, for software update from the 'net.

The stands are tailored to fit, a hollow central column accepting cables that exit below to keep the whole looking tidy. On the stands height measured 96cms, variant according to the spikes, or spherical feet to avoid floor damage.

I always use wired ethernet for review purposes, from our Melco N10 server, but wired is a secondary alternative here. The Formation Duos need a modern fast router with powerful multi-aerial wi-fi transmitter, something B&W supplied for review purposes, set to 5GHz to separate it from a swarm of 2.4GHzs in our office building. Wi-fi data rates are compromised by distance from the router and obstructions in-between. I mention all this because wi-fi can be temperamental, the Formation Duos needing a robust modern system, especially in a big home where the wi-fi transmitter/receiver section of the router may be far from the system.

Also demanding is the fact that the 'speakers will only play from a Roon domestic server; they will not play from a local network (NAS) drive, nor from a UPnP server.

Beneath each loudspeaker lies a calculator style mains power input and an RJ45 ethernet socket for optional wired use.
On/off and set-up buttons on the front of each loudspeaker, for former flashing during set-up but falling dark with all working.

This is extra cost, a (single-user) Roon subscription being $119 per annum, or $499 for lifetime. The loudspeakers are Roon certified endpoints.

They will play from music stored on a ‘phone however, via wi-fi or Bluetooth, wi-fi offering slightly better quality because it lacks compression. Otherwise, you’d probably want to go with Spotify, Tidal or Qobuz to feed music into the Formation Duos. I can’t use unverified music files from distant servers for review purposes so played music from a MacBook Pro, connected via ethernet and running Roon, to deliver high quality review tracks, as well as hi-res files (24/48) on my iPhone sent by an Onkyo music player.

But what about vinyl? Er – yes! With no analogue inputs anywhere the good old LP would seem to be forgotten – locked out by digital diddling. To get analogue into the scheme of things means another box containing an analogue-to-digital convertor and sending it out wirelessly – meaning via wi-fi – into the system. Enter Formation Audio, a separate unit price £599. It has two analogue audio inputs via RCA phono sockets (no balanced XLRs), an optical S/PDIF digital input (no electrical), two analogue audio outputs and an electrical S/PDIF output. It connects into the system via wi-fi of course, but there is also an RJ45 ethernet socket so it can be wired into the network to avoid using wi-fi.

Like the ‘speakers, the Formation Audio unit is mains powered, similarly working from 100V-240V 50/60Hz with a Sleep power consumption of 6 Watts. Measuring 215mm (8.5in) wide, 263mm (10.4in) deep but just 44mm (1.7in) high it has a large-ish footprint and needs a deep 10in shelf or could sit on a rack with other products like a turntable. There is no in-built phono stage. Weight is 1kg (2.2lbs).

**SOUND QUALITY**

B&W loudspeakers always do a great job with classic Rock and I guessed correctly that Fleetwood Mac’s Dreams (24/96) playing out of Roon on my MacBook Pro would come across well – and it did. DSP bass correction and some bass lift (see Measured Performance) give the Formation Duos strenuous bass heft, made apparent by John McVie’s bass line and Mick Fleetwood’s drum kit. Cymbal crashes were obvious and there was a bit of ‘loudness effect’ in the sound balance, adding to the propulsive nature of this track. Stevie Nicks vocals were clear, well outlined and quite forward; I caught very strong vocal insight – she almost shouted at me! Think big and bold

The cabinet bolts to the stand with four hex-head screws, to make for a rigid structure. The aperture accepts cables.

With mains cable hidden within the stand the Formation Duos appear wire free, but there is a wire on the floor, to the back of the stand.
MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Frequency response of the Formation Duo was smooth but with some emphasis of both low and high frequencies. The carbon dome tweeter comes in above 3kHz to extend output smoothly to 20kHz, albeit with +3dB cut above 9kHz — enough to add subjective brightness to the treble. Lack of classic crossover midrange dip at 3kHz will give the strong projection of detail.

Below 200Hz the response also lifts by around +3dB to add a sense of body and warmth to the sound — quite remarkable.

Green - driver output
Red - port output

BASS & TREBLE -3dB

common and necessary to avoid a ‘thin’ sound. Output extends down to a low 30Hz before falling away quickly to reduce cone excursion caused by subsonics. All the same, the bass/midrange unit extends very low to produce deep bass at high level — +2dB up at 30Hz. This is likely the result of engineered-in equalisation from DSP, since a 165mm drive unit in a small cabinet within an unpowdered loudspeaker rarely goes so low. Spectrum analysis of CD shows most recordings cut off below 30Hz so this accords with typical CD output.

Smoothness of response across midrange and treble suggests good suppression of local resonances in cones and cabinet and low colouration as a result.

The response balance did not change with volume; there is no built-in loudness control. However, moving both bass and treble tone controls to -3dB gave a perfectly flat (30Hz to 20kHz) reference response, something B&W could well mark on the uncalibrated control scale.

The Formation Duo measured well, it has some emphasis of low and high frequencies to add presence, plus deep bass to add weight to the sound, but response can be adjusted in the app and in Roon.

BW FORMATION DUO £3499.99
STANDS £699.00 OPTIONAL EXTRA £399
OUTSTANDING - amongst the best
VERDICT
Compact wireless loudspeakers with a vivid modern sound, purposed for music streaming from Tidal, Qobuz etc. — or Roon home server, iPhone. Dramatic.

FOR
- powerful sound
- compact and unintrusive
- all-in-one system

AGAINST
- lack subtlety
- app only control
- Roon & analogue extra cost

B&W
- +44 (0) 800 232 1513
www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk
Simplicity at its best.

Let your music take centre stage with the new Pro-Ject Phono Box S2 Ultra, a fully discrete, audiophile-quality phono stage designed to deliver the full beauty of a vinyl record.

The Phono Box S2 Ultra delivers a true high-fidelity sound performance that belies its small form and attractive price. An array of features for easy pairing with any modern cartridge, be it MM or MC: alongside the pin-point accurate split RIAA equalisation circuit, as well as the introduction of a subsonic filter, ensures your music sounds right in any environment.

**PHONO BOX S2 ULTRA**

Only £200.00

**Features**

- Audiophile phono stage in a compact chassis
- No Operational Amplifiers (op-amps) used
- Audiophile-grade polystyrene capacitors used inside
- Precise split RIAA equalisation
- Switchable Subsonic Filter
- Switchable input impedance, capacitance and gain
- Solid metal casing available in black or silver

Distributed by Henley Audio

T: +44 (0) 1235 511 166 | E: sales@henleyaudio.co.uk | W: www.henleyaudio.co.uk | f: HenleyAudioUK | q: HenleyAudio
A WORLD DESIGNS WDPRE3CF SUPERB PREAMPLIFIER WORTH £929 IN THIS MONTH’S GREAT GIVEAWAY!

Here’s your chance to win the superb World Designs WDPre3CF preamplifier – as a kit or built – we reviewed in the August 2019 issue. Read the review excerpt below and answer the questions.

“World Designs’ WDPre3CF preamplifier is a kit you can build yourself or you can buy it built for a £180 surcharge. It requires an external power PSU3 supply. World Design also offer an XL version with gold plated valve base, upgraded audio cabling and higher grade audiophile Vishay / Sonics capacitors, price £450 as a kit.

Pre3CF has no gain, being a zero gain buffer preamplifier. It acts as a high quality source selector and volume control, able to drive a long line to a power amplifier. There are five line level inputs, through sturdy gold plated phono sockets. Selection is made by the rotary control at right that actuates gold plated sealed small signal relays to avoid the use of a simple mechanical switch that will oxidise and degrade sound quality as it does so. It’s a high quality solution that ensures long life, such relays being rated at millions of operations.

At left is the volume control, a high quality audiophile-standard Alps Blue potentiometer. With big body, long track and smooth bearings this little unit has an unchallenged reputation – and long life.

Measurement showed a gain of x0.9, meaning Pre3CF will accept digital sources, most of which give 2V maximum output sending it to power amplifiers that commonly need 1V maximum input. The only time this will be inadequate is with low output external sources like some phono stages”.

For a chance to win this great prize, just answer the four easy questions at right. Send your entries on a postcard only, by 8th November 2019 to:

November 2019 Competition, Hi-Fi World magazine, Studio 204, Buspace Studio, Conian Street, Notting Hill, London W10 5AP
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Naim's new Mu-So 2 sets a standard for one-box systems, says Jon Myles.

It’s hard to believe – but it was five years ago Naim unveiled its Mu-So one-box speaker system. At the time it was a unique offering of wireless network multi-room streaming, physical connectivity, amplification and speakers. At the time it almost created a new category of hi-fi.

Since then many manufacturers have followed Naim but few have managed to match Mu-So’s ability in terms of sound quality.

Now we have the Mu-So 2 – which promises a significant upgrade on the original unit although the price has also increased from £995 to £1299.

Side by side old and new look very similar. The same shaped cloth fascia at the front, familiar heat sinks at the rear and the rather brilliant rotary control at the top of the box – that allows you to select inputs, volume and access streaming services such as Tidal, Spotify and Apple Music.

Look a little bit closer, though, and things have changed. The heatsinks on the rear are much closer together while the cloth grille on the front has a different texture.
that Naim says enhances sound quality. Under the surface Naim have really upped the ante on the original Mu-So. Sitting beneath the grille are six drivers, redesigned in collaboration with Naim’s French sister company Focal. They consist of two silk-dome tweeters, two doped-paper mid-range drivers (with tuned mass damper technology derived from Focal’s high-end offerings) and two bass drivers. In addition low-end reinforcement comes from a bass reflex port that vents at the bottom of the cabinet. Each driver is powered by 75 watts of Class D amplification which means there’s 450 Watts of power on offer.

The amplification module also includes the digital-to-analogue conversion circuitry in an arrangement Naim refers to as "direct digital amplification".

"as one-box systems go the Mu-So 2 is hard to beat. It combines superb construction with an easy control system and a sound that belies its dimensions."

The native DAC resolution is 24bit/192kHz although the Mu-so 2 is capable of downscaling files of up to 24bit/384kHz via UPnP or wired/wireless network connection and 24bit/96kHz via its digital optical input.

Naim recommends a wired connection for high-resolution material – but, to be honest, I’ve never had any problem using a wireless connection.

The cabinet has also been re-engineered to deliver an additional 13% internal volume, while the internal bracing and baffle moulding have been redesigned to aid rigidity and control internal vibrations.

The Mu-So 2 comes with a supplied remote control but it’s best accessed via Naim’s own app (Android and iOS) which gives a variety of features including album artwork, playlists and internet radio.
As with the original Mu-So, offline streaming is catered for with Bluetooth while USB, optical and 3.5mm inputs offer the ability to connect another source such as a CD transport, CD player or television. With the latter, Naim have also added a HDMI ARC socket so users can connect the Mu-So 2 to a television or AV receiver to pass-through high-quality Blu-ray formats.

All in all it’s a fully featured device that can be connected to almost any hi-fi source or act as a standalone device. But how does it sound?

**SOUND QUALITY**

Achieving true stereo sound through a one-box system is never easy – but the Mu-So 2 gets as close as any other device I’ve heard.

The new drivers are impressively balanced and integrated. They work well together with a good bass response, smooth mid-range and a treble that brings out detail without being harsh.

Depending on where Mu-So 2 is positioned it’s possible to tailor the sound from three settings – Near Wall, Near Corner or when out in the open No Compensation.

I started out with the latter the using the Mu-So on a hi-fi rack in the middle of Hi-Fi World’s listening room.

Playing Nick Cave and The Bad Seeds’ ‘The Mercy Seat’ the sonic swirl of the guitars took on thrilling atmosphere. Everything was in place – from the bass, drums and Cave’s growing vocals to the pace of the track.

The Mu-So also manages to throw out a wide image, the sound extending beyond the sides of the cabinet to fill the room. This was playing the track via UPnP streaming from a Melco N10 NAS (network attached server).

Listening to the same track via Spotify saw a slight diminution in scale with the soundstage closing in and the guitar parts becoming a little more clogged. That said, though, there was still thrilling excitement to the overall presentation.

Moving on to St Etienne’s gentle ‘Milk Bottle Symphony’ the Mu-So 2 tackled this with impressive delicacy. The clash of the glass bottles at the start comes over well. The only criticism here is that the tweeter’s sounded a little soft – I would have liked to have heard a little more bite.

That said, when the whole track kicks in it’s not devoid of pace or detail. Sarah Cracknell’s voice was very well rendered, her vocals standing out clearly against the backing track. They were also superbly projected into the room. No, not quite as 3D as a true stereo system but not that far off for a one-box system.

And the one thing the Mu-So 2
that was setting wall option pacy, digital stereo input, it registers Underneath Compensation Peter's is a clever sound, everything proved close to the original Mu-So. There are two silk dome tweeters, two midrange drivers and a pair of bass drivers. It’s a significant upgrade to the original Mu-So. The supplied remote can be used to access all functions – but Naim’s app gives more options.

The Mu-So’s new drivers have been developed in partnership with sister brand Focal. There are two silk dome tweeters, two midrange drivers and a pair of bass drivers. It’s a significant upgrade to the original Mu-So. The supplied remote can be used to access all functions – but Naim’s app gives more options.

does have – in typical Naim fashion – is real punch and power. It’s very pacy, imitating tracks such as New Order’s ‘Age Of Consent’ solid drive, Peter Hook’s bass sounding deep but neither sluggish nor overly dominant.

Moving the unit close to a rear wall and dialing in the requisite setting proved interesting. With No Compensation as the default there was a slight boominess at the lower registers – but with the Near Wall option everything fell into place again. It’s a clever use of DSP processing that actually works and allows the Mu-So 2 to be used in a variety of locations depending on your requirements.

In fact, however and wherever I placed the Mu-So 2 it was always impressed at just how good it sounded.

Having reviewed and been impressed by the original Mu-So I was expecting the upgrade to be an incremental increase in quality. But actually it is much more than that. In terms of sound quality it is a big step forward on the original. The new drive units, improved DSP and redesigned cabinet have all paid dividends.

CONCLUSION
As one-box systems go the Mu-So 2 is hard to beat. It combines superb construction with an easy control system and a sound that belies its dimensions. No, it won’t beat a full-size hi-fi set-up but it gets pretty close.

And if you are looking for a compact system that can belt out a tune but also do delicacy as well then the new Mu-So 2 really has no rivals.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Naim’s Mu-So 2 internal loudspeakers comprise an elliptical bass unit, a small conical midrange unit and silk dome tweeter, making it a three-way loudspeaker – ambitious for such a small cabinet – and there are two of them facing forward. The bass units are reflex loaded via a hidden port that works through a hand lift at left on the cabinet.

Frequency response was in keeping with high fidelity loudspeakers, our third-octave, pink noise analysis shows. Output was reasonably smooth and completely flat to 20kHz with grille on, as shown, or a small amount of plateau treble lift (+2dB) grille off. Bass extends low, the port taking over below 60Hz to add deep bass at 30Hz (red trace).

The room position Wall response (near wall placement) reduced bass output by a small amount, a few dB, but Corner compensation (shown) was more severe, to dampen room boom.

Selecting Loudness made no difference at any level, either acoustic or related to the volume control settings, on our review sample. This will presumably be corrected with final product.

For a small one-box solution the Mu-So 2 offers full hi-fi performance. It’s loudspeakers deliver a smooth, wide-band response free from artificial enhancement and usefully adjustable for room position. Impressive for such a small unit.

NAIM MU-SO 2 £1299

OUTSTANDING - amongst the best.

VERDICT
Possibly the best one-box system available today. Not cheap but undoubtedly worth the money with its sound quality, ease of use and connectivity options.

FOR
- balanced sound
- build quality
- ease of use

AGAINST
- not cheap

Naim Audio
www.naimaudio.com
+44 (0)1722 426 600
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Mojo is light years ahead
The DAC & headphone amplifier with +100 5 star reviews

Entirely designed, engineered and built in Britain, Mojo contains the most advanced DAC technology in the world, putting its performance far beyond the reach of rivals, permanently. Our very own super-mini, Mojo delivers the undisputed musicality of Chord Electronics’ class-leading DACs to an unbeatable pocket-size device. Mobile music has never sounded this good.
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Visit our website at www.hi-fiworld.co.uk or send your emails to letters@hi-fiworld.co.uk. Letter of the month wins a pair of KEF Q150 bookshelf speaker.

Answers by: NK - Noel Keyword; JM - Jon Myles; PR - Paul Rigby; MP - Martin Pipe.

LETTER OF THE MONTH PRIZE

KEF Q150 BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
https://uk.keh.com/products/q150-bookshelf-speaker
(subject to availability - Satin Black / Satin White)

For more advice see Letters from earlier issues at www.hi-fiworld.co.uk/letters

A PAIR KEF Q150 LOUDSPEAKERS are on their way to JOHN SPEIGHT, Letter of the Month winner in our October 2019 issue.

Letter of the Month

MORE ON RUMOURS

I read with interest your opinion piece about Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours (August 2019 Vol. 29 No. 7). A slow response from me, I know...

In reference to the re-mastered vinyl edition you mention, I thought that it might be useful to highlight to readers that there are currently at least four official modern vinyl pressings of this popular album currently available in shops worldwide since 2011 (one version of which I presume to be your disliked copy). Each of which has a unique mastering.

US market 45rpm – mastered by Kevin Gray and Steve Hoffman Cut all analogue from master and production tapes. Gold Dust Woman starts with a band count in, instead of the usual fade in Initial pressing run by Pallas Group in Diepholz, Germany

US market 33 1/3rpm Same general mastering presentation by Kevin Gray and Steve Hoffman as per the US 45rpm, only this time cut at 33 1/3rpm Initial pressing run by Pallas Group in Diepholz, Germany

European market 45rpm No transparency provided over source, but the markings scribed in the runout grooves identify that it was mastered (and initially pressed) at Optimal.

The US market 45rpm LP of Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours is pressed in Germany by Pallas, says Richard Peddie. Mastered by Steve Hoffman and Kevin Gray, this is the one to go for.

Pallas say “Our custom PVC formulation produces consistently high pressing quality with the lowest surface noise in the industry. Our PVC complies with 2015 European environmental standards and does not contain toxic materials such as Lead, Cadmium or Toluene. Our vinyl is both audiophile and eco-grade”.

https://uk.keh.com/products/q150-bookshelf-speaker
(subject to availability - Satin Black / Satin White)
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Various upgrades are available including capacitors and valves. As a UK company we offer rapid economical service on all our products both old and new. Come for a listen at our Leicester showroom or order from one of our appointed dealers. For more information see our website, ring or email us, or ask for our latest brochure printed on real paper!

Buy direct from us or through one of our dealers or worldwide distributors

Limited stock subject to availability UK only. Some models show upgraded valves. E&OE
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PS1 MKII MMMC
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50% OFF MFVS F/S SPEAKERS
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Media in Rbel, Germany, assumed in this instance by Heino Leja. There is no band count in at the start of Gold Dust Woman.

European market 33 1/3. Probably the same general mastering presentation as per the European 45rpm, only this time cut at 33 1/3rpm. I do not own this one, so cannot confirm.

For some inexplicable reason (contractual perhaps) there was needless duplication between markets with all versions pressed in Germany. So why am I boring you with this? This practice is nothing new and has been going on since the beginning of LPs. Though a separate matter to what your article was focussing on, as you and your readers will know, in hi-fi a common mantra is the need of a good source – rubbish in, rubbish out.

My experience is that many can think that ends at cartridge, or CD player etc., or type of source – CD, vinyl, digital file – giving little thought to the mastering and pressing quality of the music carrier itself. A well recorded, but poorly mastered piece is going to sound poor through either an average, or exceptional system. Whereas, if well mastered, it is going to sound good through an average system, or exceptional through an exceptional system.

Rumours highlights just how many different masterings and pressings there can be unknowingly out there, with different sources, mastering equipment, mastering engineers and pressing plants. Just because a new reissue is available worldwide, it doesn’t mean that what you pick up at the shops is going to be the same quality as what others are buying elsewhere.

In this 2011 ‘Rumours’ case, in one market a team has been commissioned to review available tapes to find the very best sources and cut all analogue. In the other market, who knows – but quite possibly whatever available digital files were simply sent to the pressing plant. Owning three of the above copies, the US market records gain from those efforts, as they excel in a greater realism – in both tonality and in the room presence.

Transparency of mastering engineer, source and cutting chain is a rarity. The average shopper, it seems, either just doesn’t care, or know better. Sadly. It seems that the mainstream industry has little motivation to enter for audiophiles if they sell the same number of units, regardless of the care and experience added to the product. It would be very welcome to see sustained deeper exploration by Hi-Fi World of the behind the scenes work done to deliver the music carrier product to us.

More frequent articles like the recent discussion of Mobile Fidelity (May 2019 Vol. 29 No. 3). There are a number of well-regarded mastering engineers and audiophile record labels etc. working today and monthly interviews and articles highlighting the extra thought / experience / effort they put in could, in some way, help contribute to a more informed customer base.

It is disappointing to walk into most UK record shops selling new product and modern reissues knowing that, in many cases, the version available on the shelf is not the best sounding version currently available worldwide. If more people are aware and seek better releases then perhaps this will encourage the industry to move in a positive direction.

The audiophile market seems too niche and financially unstable currently, combined with little sign of the M-juors shifting their views. Support for those companies and individuals that do get it is much needed if we want a healthy future for Hi-Fi.

Readers should also question whether value means finding the cheapest version of a record available, or investing time and money in sourcing good quality product at prices which can sustain a niche market in what is a testing time. When comparing the price of vinyl, concert tickets, or a meal out, investing in the best available records of music I love is a luxury, yes, but I feel a worthwhile price for something that brings me closer to the recording and should last through my lifetime. I hope you find your, as yet, allusive perfect copy of Rumours. There’s certainly a lot of options out there. For vinyl, if you do not own a current US edition (especially the 45rpm), then I recommend at least giving it a go.

By the way, Steve Hoffman has posted quite a bit of detail online about the master and production tapes he used, including their EQ decisions in the mastering process, which you may find interesting.

In the run-out groove area of an LP you can find identification notes, often scratched into the acetate by hand. Our Rumours LP show it is a 2011 issue pressed by Optimal Media of Germany.

Don’t expect top quality from 1960s’ recordings such as Creedence Clearwater’s ‘Green River’ tracks, also mastered by Kevin Gray and Steve Hoffman, here onto a 200gm Quies SVP vinyl running at 45rpm. This is historical record. Atmospheric all the same.
interesting. The excellent Diverse Vinyl regularly have imported US copies in stock, or available for order. Should you at Hi-Fi World Towers want to borrow my copy to compare then you are quite welcome.

Regards,

Richard Peddie

Thank you for that Richard. A wonderfully illuminating letter about the difficult of trying to get a decent sounding LP! As you say it is worth spending time and effort to find a good recording – but provenance is hard to come by with music, whatever format – CD, DVD, LP or download. It’s a big subject and a fraught one – with digital especially.

Our version of Rumours is sonically coloured in a way unusual with LP – it sounds shut-in and boxy. It makes loudspeakers sound boxy, when they are not. Even our Martin Logan ESL-X electrostatic panels sound boxy with this LP. It’s not a subjective problem I’d associate with the recording or disc cutting process; I’ve never heard such an effect before.

Information pressed into the blank area of the run-out groove (BB33893-01 A?? MK == I) identifies this LP as a European 2011 disc pressed by Optimal of Germany, a standard European store disc in other words – the one you haven’t (luckily!) got. It was shrink wrapped as being an audiophile pressing and cost around £25 as I recall. Looked good at the time – but was not good enough. No other LP I have bought sounds quite like it; bad ones sound messy, dull or noisy, or flat in tonal contrast likely due to compression. Happily, most of the LPs we buy for review purposes sit at the other end of the scale, being vivid and exciting.

Many of them, such as those from Mobile Fidelity, run at 45rpm and they offer the best results, although as a warning to readers thinking of using this as a yardstick, be aware that super-quality LPs are still limited by the quality of the original recording, so whilst our Creedence Clearwater box set of 45s puts you in a (late) 1960s studio, in a ‘being-there’ experience, there is still hiss from valve amps and a thermionic tape recorder! Our recent Mobile Fidelity all-analogue box set with LPs running at 45rpm, of Dire Straits Love Over Gold and the great Janis Joplin are also not up to modern cuts, such as the astonishing direct-cut of the Syd Lawrence Orchestra on Big Band Spectacular, from Chasing the Dragon. This recent LP (two of them, Direct and 30ips tape) is fall-over extraordinary, showcasing what LP can do. With the Mobile Fidelity 45s of historic material you have to accept quality limitations of the time.

Rumours was a lovely album, for its polished performances and easy going nature – ignoring the earthy lyrics that would be banned today (oh the 1970s!). I will definitely order up the US 45rpm edition so we can finally get to hear – hopefully – what was originally recorded in that Sausalito studio. NK

The superb Technics SL-1200GR turntable, made eye catching by stroboscope and cueing lights. It has rock solid speed from a modern Direct Drive motor.

TECHNICS CHOICE
I have a Technics SL-1210 Mk2 of unknown vintage. It houses a Pickering XV15 625e which must be around 15
Hi Andrew, The SL-1500 turntable package is an introductory unit aimed at the audio market, rather than DJs, lacking a certain light in particular. We know this from speaking to people at Technics All their new Direct Drives are purposed for home use, even though they are strong enough to withstand club use.

The SL-1500 cannot be upgraded. It is competent when fitted with a good moving magnet cartridge but no more. The arm is a limiting factor. Similarly, the arm of the SL-1210 Mk2 was adequate for purpose but better was needed to get too much from quality cartridges.

I recommend you simply change your old Pro-ject for a modern cartridge like Audio Technica’s VM95 SH, price just £80. Cartridges have improved greatly in recent years, with better materials and more sophisticated tip shapes. The VM95 SH is eight years ahead of you old Pro-ject.

As you have an old turntable of unknown history I suggest you carry out a few checks on the arm first. Balance it out, preferably with cartridge stylus guard on, and see whether it floats freely – horizontally and vertically. If not then it is best changed – and for this speak to Sound Hi-Fi who are experts on Technics turntables and have all the adaptor plates etc. I suspect you would be best off with a Rega arm.

If all is well with your current arm Audio Technica’s VM95 SH will give you a taste of the high-end price. See what you think.

The next step up is, I would suggest, a Technics SL-1200GR (£1300). You get the full monty here – stroboscope, cue light, speed control, etc. It has fabulous build quality, a superb Technics motor that holds speed like no other and a very good arm with the convenience of an easily removable headshell.

I think these recommendations will be within your budget and show you what vinyl is capable of.

Dave Entwistle

---

Fit a modern budget cartridge like the new Audio Technica VM95 SH moving magnet cartridge – with brown stylus carrier as shown here – to a used Technics SL-1210 Mk2 turntable, ensuring first the arm moves freely. Otherwise, consider buying a new Technics SL-1200GR: it has all the lights!

---

Technics SL-1500 arm, a simple design with undamped alloy tube. Not ideal for high quality cartridges.
Bowers & Wilkins

Trade up to 700 Series

Receive up to £600 for your old speakers regardless of their age, condition or brand when you trade up to Bowers & Wilkins 700 Series.*

Visit our store locator on bowers-wilkins.co.uk to find your nearest Bowers & Wilkins dealer.

*£600 applies to upgrading to Bowers & Wilkins 702 loudspeakers.
my early electronics construction days. I had associated with several medically trained people, a couple of who were also electronics constructors in those days, and we often used locking forceps to hold items by their wires in place for soldering.

An added useful advantage, for example with capacitors and small transistors, was to use the forceps as a heat sink between the soldering area and the base of the component to prevent thermal damage. Also, if you needed to remove a component, these forceps were the best way to get a good grip and a firm pull in order to remove a wire in the minimum time in order to reduce heat damage to PCB tracks.

I’m still interested in components and design, and have even had to replace a failed part a while back in a top-name valve amplifier and that component was a Zener diode – so much for solid-state reliability.

Anyway, this week I thought I would have a look inside an E14 base LED golf ball bulb which had failed well within its warranty time. I took the offending item, placed it into an old bread bag, and hit it increasingly hard with a hammer to break what I thought was the glass bulb. The 4th or 5th blow, a plastic top popped off in one piece to reveal a small PCB with the LED chips on the bulb base, and underneath which I could see a couple of capacitors and what was obviously a small inductor.

This was an aha moment as I realised the failure was likely not the LEDs themselves, that the bulb dissipation was not controlled by, for example, resistive buffering, but was done using a small switching supply, which had failed (though I’ve no idea why they use this approach, as Ohms law still applies overall to the voltage drop and current consumption parameters for the bulb).

I also realised that a recent observation which had puzzled me now made good sense and that this has some possible implications for hi-fi users. I have the luck to recently have completed the first construction of a proper workshop cum lab in the garden and whilst I was sorting and organizing out there, I had Radio 3 or 4 playing on a small portable CD/radio, mains powered and using just its built-in aerial.

As it was getting darker I switched on one of the elegant looking newly installed 1200 mm LED strip lights adjacent to my horror, a buzzy and unpleasant addition to the sound quality was immediately apparent, such that the sound really was no longer acceptable. I experimented with aerial positions, and moved the unit about without much effect, and the clearly best result was to turn the light back off.

Since then I have read a little about the electronic noise problems arising from internal power supplies for these bulbs, and am currently looking at whether to, for example, bother with installing ferrite rings on the lead-in wires to try to reduce the noise. In the first instance though, I will be moving an old-fashioned spare fluorescent fitting into the same space and making a sound comparison. I obviously want the lab to have a clean electronic background for my work to come, and would even consider installing a restricted number of old-fashioned incandescent bulbs, of which I have a stock.

However, I am now also worried that in the house itself, where the quality stereo are, I have methodically installed several formats of mains-voltage LED power saving bulbs, innocently thinking they were going to be clean and green. I know many years ago the discussion of LED-induced sound deterioration started, being mainly blamed on the sharp switching edge of the diodes as voltages rose and fell but this issue with a multiplicity these small internal switch supplies being everywhere seems to present a new kettle of fish. I would therefore be interested in your observations and comments, Noel, in the face of your vast experience in this field.

Best regards,

Dr Richard H. Barton
Imperial College, UK

Hi Richard,

Thanks for the last bit – but I have no experience in this field! Interesting though that your radio shows LED bulbs emit strong radio frequency (RF) interference – not a problem recognised or talked about as yet.

Like you, I find LED bulbs fail often and don’t work with all the 1980s dimmers in my house, even when their packaging says they do; wrong sort of dimmer perhaps?

Having once had the house re-wired and fitted with low energy lights now banned by the EU (like incandescent bulbs) I am reluctant to go through the whole process again with LEDs because, as you say they use cheap internal switch-mode power supplies that radiate strong RF rubbish. A house full of them is going to be a very noisy environment, as you have found – and not the best place with hi-fi equipment that is sensitive to RF (phono stages in particular).

The contradiction here is that RF transmission from most products is strongly regulated by current EU law; why LED lamps are immune I do not know, but that could change. It’s a bit like London’s new Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) that, when I strayed into it by accident, was occupied mainly by buses, coaches and construction lorries – seemingly a completely contradictory situation.

Will LED lamps suddenly become targeted for obsolescence and replacement as a result of the RF noise they produce? RF noise from switch-mode supplies can be cut down, but capacitors and inductors are needed for filtering and they are sizeable, so RF is not easily eliminated in a light bulb. Awkward reality.

One possible solution to this noise problem is to send clean d.c. through domestic lighting circuits, straight to LED bulbs, making them smaller, cheaper and ‘cleaner’ because an internal switch-mode power supply unit would then be unnecessary. If the EU gets hold of this one we will all be forced to rearrange our house supplies – again! Ignoring Brexit of course. But it would eliminate the RF rubbish that infects audio equipment and sort of upsets EU lawmakers.

Better – we can all enjoy decent sound, on our hi-fis and on our radios in the shed!

NK
Two Is The Magic Number

Jon Myles finds Tellurium Q’s new Ultra Black II loudspeaker is a real star.

Tellurium Q cables have always been a bit of a mystery. Founder and chief designer Geoff Merrigan resolutely refuses to go into details about the construction, materials or make-up of his products.

Which is fair enough. His approach is very much just listen - if you like it buy it and if not buy something else. There’s no pseudo-science involved in their marketing.

So there’s little I can tell you about the new Ultra Black II speaker cable’s construction – apart from the fact that it replaces the original and looks pretty similar.

That means it comes in mono pairs with a flat outer sheath which, while it looks rather hefty, is easy to route through tight spaces. Run your hands along that sheath and it’s impossible not to be impressed. There’s obviously some shielding involved to minimise RFI and EMI interference - which is a growing problem nowadays with the growth of wi-fi networks, attached appliances and even the likes of mobile ‘phones and gaming devices.

Tellurium Q also fit their own steel spacers and bespoke Z-plugs...
(spades are also available). The Z-plugs are very well made – they fit tightly to both amplifier and loudspeaker inputs and once fitted do not come loose.

Bear in mind, though, that these cables are directional - which is clearly indicated on the connectors. I’ll readily admit I’m always sceptical about directional loudspeaker cables – but if the manufacturer recommends it then it’s worth following their advice.

**SOUND QUALITY**

If you have the original Tellurium Q Ultra Black then this update might take you aback. It doesn’t just improve on the original it takes the sound on in leaps and bounds. For example, Keith Jarrett’s piano on ‘The Köln Concert’ had more body, echo and a fulsome, utterly realistic quality.

The same happened with New Order’s ‘Bizarre Love Triangle’ Martin Logan hybrid electrostatic loudspeakers via both a Creek Evolution 100A transistor amplifier and an Icon Audio Stereo 305E valve-based integrated, the resolution of these cables became clear.

With the Creek there was power aplenty on Sarri Schoor’s blues-rock album ‘Never Say Never’. Keys player Bob Fridtzena, guitarist Ash Wilson, bass man Mat Beable and drummer Roy Martin all came over as firmly in place on a well defined soundstage. Schoor’s vocals - which are gruff but wonderfully blunt - also stayed firmly in the centre, never being overwhelmed by the backing track.

Switching to the Icon Audio it was apparent just how transparent these cables are. Playing the same Sarri Schoor album there was more warmth on offer thanks to the Icon Audio’s single-ended design and its use of tubes.

A big difference! Actually yes.

Q’s Silver Diamond cables in my home system - which are even more transparent. In comparison the Ultra Black II’s are a little darker overall - however they are about a third of the cost of the Silver Diamonds which represents something of a bargain.

But that said they work superbly well in bringing out extra detail in even some of the most familiar recordings.

On Bob Marley and the Wailer’s ‘No Woman, No Cry’ Live the quality of the opening organ notes was noticeably better than on the original Tellurium Q Black. These new cables have better scale, presence and openness. When Marley’s voice came in it sounded more alive and plaintive than before, as I recall.

I heard the same effect on every track I played - leading me to believe that there’s something special going on with these Ultra Black IIs.

As I said at the start, if you have the original Ultra Blacks then the new design is a significant upgrade. Not only do they increase sound quality but also bring out a whole new level of enjoyment. I’d recommend a listen.

**CONCLUSION**

Tellurium Q’s Ultra Black IIs can be seen as one of the best loudspeaker cables on the market at their price. They are not cheap – but in terms of pounds for sound they out-perform many more expensive brands.
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MCINTOSH HYBRID FAMILY

Following on from the incredibly successful MA252, comes McIntosh’s second Integrated Amplifier, the bigger MA352. Again, combining the finest of valve and solid-state audio design principles, the MA352 delivers even more power, performance and listening pleasure.

NEW MODEL

MA352
Hybrid Integrated Amplifier

FINANCE EXAMPLE
Initial 20% deposit of £1,699.00, then £226.53 per month for 30 months*

£8,495

*Finance examples above are subject to status & conditions

MODEL

MA252
Hybrid Integrated Amplifier

FINANCE EXAMPLE
Initial 20% deposit of £900.00, then £150.00 per month for 24 months*

£4,500

*Finance is subject to status & conditions
FYNE AUDIO F1 SERIES
The FI-12 and FI-10 are Fyne Audio’s epic Flagship loudspeaker models.
Call Jordan Acoustics to find out more.

FYNE AUDIO F700 SERIES
Articulate, powerful and capable of delivering stunning dynamics and real world volumes, the F700 series recreates a truly captivating listening experience.
(see below for more details)

F701
Loudspeakers (new)
FINANCE EXAMPLE
Initial 20% deposit of £999.80, then £166.63 per month for 24 months*
£4,999

F702
Loudspeakers
FINANCE EXAMPLE
Initial 20% deposit of £1,199.80, then £199.97 per month for 24 months*
£5,999

F703
Loudspeakers
FINANCE EXAMPLE
Initial 20% deposit of £1,599.80, then £213.31 per month for 30 months*
£7,999

Visit our NEW website: www.jordanacoustics.co.uk
Hi-Fi Wi-Fi

Noel Keywood looks at the issues behind sending audio over a wi-fi link.

For better or worse, hi-fi is moving to wi-fi. Wi-fi links are known for being prone to noise and interference, dropouts and randomly erratic behaviour, so to date we’ve seen little attempt to stream audio through them. Now the picture is changing. We recently reviewed Audiolab’s 6000N streamer that relies on wi-fi linking and this month it is B&W’s Formation Duo loudspeakers. With plenty more wi-fi products on the horizon from B&W and IAG Group (Quad, Audiolab, Mission etc), to name just two prominent in the UK, it is time to look at wi-fi for hi-fi.

Just as such products appear, 2019 has seen the launch of a new wi-fi standard – Wi-Fi 6. This ‘phone wi-fi data rate is crucial, as I will explain later.

For most people in the UK I suspect wi-fi is something they get with their BT router, since BT dominate the UK market. Wi-Fi is a bolt-on radio transmitter / receiver system that comes with its own set of issues. As an example I ran into difficulties streaming 24/192 wav hi-res with DTS Play-Fi through my iPhone 6S with BT’s Smart Hub – an absolutely standard UK set-up. Wi-Fi 5 is good enough in theory but in practice it can be inadequate, as I will explain in a little bit more complexity later.

Wi-Fi 5 is now yesterday, so if you are thinking of changing your mobile phone or home modem/router internet link, a wide set of new options have just appeared. The future is Wi-Fi 6 and if you want to move to this right now, perhaps for streaming fast around the house in future – video as well as audio – then look at wi-fi routers like the TP-Link Archer AX6000 (£380), Asus RT-AX88 (£330) or Netgear Nighthawk X10 (£444.48). All have Wi-Fi 6 and can be hooked into your current internet modem from BT, Virgin etc, with an ethernet link. They’ll give you Wi-Fi 6 around the house that will last for many years to come, guaranteeing top data rates over long distances.

Because Wi-Fi 6 is so new, few products are available to work with it but that will change. Quite what it will give we have yet to see, because in practice data rates are often lower than quoted headline figures. Using 160MHz wide channel bandwidth it is quoted as having a maximum data rate of 2.4Gbps (Giga bits per second, where Giga is one-thousand million, or 10^9), where Wi-Fi 5 and Wi-Fi 6 are 866 Mbps and 450 Mbps respectively.

Wi-Fi 5 is – in theory at least – fast enough for transferring hi-res audio from router to product and back, so you can connect a streamer like Naim’s NDX2 wirelessly with no problem whatsoever. B&W’s Formation Duo loudspeakers in this issue use Wi-Fi 5 and again no problem with streaming hi-res.

Recently announced iPhone 11. It has new, faster Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) on board for improved performance over all previous models. To exploit it, however, you will need a Wi-Fi 6 equipped router, or modem/router.

Samsung’s Galaxy S10 is one of the first new Wi-Fi 6 mobile ‘phones capable of faster wi-fi speed than at present, potentially giving more stable hi-res audio performance.

Further complicates the picture we all face, since it makes current Wi-Fi 5 products obsolescent; Wi-Fi 6 products will be faster and more durable. Wi-Fi 6 is backwards compatible with earlier Wi-Fi versions of course so nothing will stop working.

New Wi-Fi 6 also makes our ‘phones obsolescent; currently the only mobile ‘phone with Wi-Fi 6 is Samsung’s Galaxy S10 (£600); Apple have just announced the new iPhone 11 with Wi-Fi 6 but current models are Wi-Fi 5. This may well matter if you bump into DTS Play-Fi where...
That’s because data rate for a 24/192 WAV stereo music file is 9.2 Mbps, undemanding by current wi-fi standards.

In most hi-fi systems controlled by an app on a mobile phone or tablet (‘device’) the device transmits instructions to the system, not audio. But “most situations” is not all situations and here Wi-Fi is now being pushed to stream audio from a ‘phone – a very different situation to streaming between devices like B&W’s Formation Duo loudspeakers.

With a mobile phone the upload speed (transmit or Tx) is constrained by a relatively weak transmitter (3 Watts max) to prolong battery life and not microwave your brain (there are international standards to prevent this). The transmitter aerial is also small. Put all this together and you get a real-life wi-fi speed from an iPhone (Wi-Fi 5, 802.11ac) well below the headline figure. With Wi-Fi 5 this is 866 Mbps Intel state, but many claim, on the ‘net, to get 400Mbps or thereabouts. However, using the (free) WiFiSweeps app on my iPhone 6S right next to a BT Smart hub I get 200Mbps and this falls to 160Mbps or lower just 12ft away, in a next door room with light plaster wall in between that will not significantly weaken the signal. This can be increased slightly by forcing use of the 5GHz band by switching off 2.4GHz at the wi-fi transmitter, be it an all-in-one hub with modem, or a dedicated wi-fi router. Suggesting that likely for safety reasons, a hand-held mobile has far lower Tx data rate than you might expect.

Another issue is use of Airplay music transmission protocol on all Apple products, including the dominant iPhone. Little is published about its specifications; I am told it is CD quality at best, meaning 16bit at 44.1kHz sample rate – and this is what’ll find on the ‘net. However, our measurements show 24bit resolution is achieved by DTS Play-Fi sending audio through Audiolab’s 6000N streamer that has a high resolution ESS Sabre32 DAC on board.

Does it use Airplay? It certainly seems to according to the 6000N’s log-in screen – or is it a compatible variant such as that used by AirServer (www.airserver.com) that works on PC as well as Mac?

The point being that wi-fi data rate from such a protocol will be higher – probably far
REVEALING EVERY DETAIL

Spendor D-Line loudspeakers reveal every nuance of the performance with absolute clarity and realism. With their transparent, superbly natural sound and extraordinary resolution, they create an airy, spacious soundscape, then invite you in to explore it, uncovering new depths, textures and definition in your music.

MADE FOR MUSIC. DESIGNED FOR YOU.
Audiolab’s 6000N streamer uses DTS Play-Fi that directs all audio through the mobile ‘phone (or tablet) wi-fi link. Wi-fi speed and durability become important.

higher since video is handled – than that of audio alone. With hi-fi over wi-fi coming up as an issue in DTS Play-Fi, without many people even realising it, it may well be that Wi-Fi 6 will be needed for a stable service under all conditions.

You can also play music stored on a mobile ‘phone to streamers via wi-fi, either from iTunes or – my favourite – a hi-res audio player like that from Onkyo. This is a great iOS app that costs £9.99 for the full featured version and will play all audio files including DSD (sending it via PCM over wi-fi). iOS has a 24/48 limit for audio files (OS-X does not).

Doing this again brings into play the phone’s wi-fi transmitter, its limited power and small aerial. Most times you will be close to the receiver, but if not then again reception could become erratic and Wi-Fi 6 a likely solution.

Wi-Fi 5 is able to handle hi-res audio from a mobile phone in unchallenging situations and for reviewing I use it consistently as a standard test procedure (Bluetooth is another issue). With Audiolab’s 6000N, sending 24/48 audio test files from an iPhone 6S using Wi-Fi 5 gave full dynamic range from its ESS Sabre 32 series DAC, an impressive 118dB – and the music sounded suitably smooth and deep in ESS style.

If you want to play hi-res from the ‘phone like this, use free XLD (Mac) or dBpoweramp (PC) to convert hi-res files to 24/48. This way, Wi-Fi 5 copes well enough in my experience when playing hi-res stored on an iPhone.

Although Wi-Fi 5 can be speed optimised by using a high performance router and the 5GHz transmission band, forthcoming wi-fi products – including mobile phones – will be using Wi-Fi 6. If you are thinking of streaming hi-res audio either direct from phone, or through the phone via DTS Play-Fi, then best to know that new Wi-Fi 6 is the best option for high quality audio. And my commiserations to anyone who recently bought an iPhone 10X!

### IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi protocol summary from Intel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Channel Width</th>
<th>MIMO</th>
<th>Maximum data rate (theoretical)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>802.11ax</td>
<td>2.4 or 5GHz</td>
<td>20, 40, 80, 160MHz</td>
<td>Multi User (MU-MIMO)</td>
<td>2.4 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11ac wave2</td>
<td>5 GHz</td>
<td>20, 40, 80, 160MHz</td>
<td>Multi User (MU-MIMO)</td>
<td>1.73 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11ac wave1</td>
<td>5 GHz</td>
<td>20, 40, 80MHz</td>
<td>Single User (SU-MIMO)</td>
<td>866.7 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11n</td>
<td>2.4 or 5GHz</td>
<td>20, 40MHz</td>
<td>Single User (SU-MIMO)</td>
<td>450 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11g</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11a</td>
<td>5 GHz</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11b</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>11 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy 802.11</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. 2 Spatial streams with 1024-QAM modulation.
2. 2 Spatial streams with 256-QAM modulation.
3. 3 Spatial streams with 64-QAM modulation.
WORLD CLASSICS

Here is our list of the great and good from audio’s glorious past, products that have earned their place in hi-fi history. You’ll also see some oddities which aren’t classic as such, but are great used buys. The year of introduction is given, alongside the original UK launch price.

TURNTABLES

EAT FORTE 2009 £12,500

Luminous finish, two box two motor turntable with generous casters £1000 turntable bundled. Superbly stable and eminently playable with a balanced, highly enjoyable pel.

FJNQ FIRM VECTOR II 2009 £160

Innovative engineering gives a durable, roccy and musical sound (at a price of the best of the price.

REO P2 2008 £580

Excellent value for money engineering. Easy set up and fine sound.

MCINTOSH MT10 2008 £8,995

Big, extensive, controversially styled and prices more than some might consider necessary; but an astonishingly good performer.

REO P3-24 2008 £405

Super-affordable audiophile deck with fine finish tonearm, Tweedworx, and really great with optional £1500 outboard power supply.

ACUSTIC SOLID ODF 2007 £4,050

A stylish turntable, both in terms of their mass and dynamic, an up to three arms and enjoy. Just don’t damage your back moving it.

AVO VOLVERE SQJFL 2007 £4,590

Stylish high end and Vinyl player with industrial strength build quality and a sound. Sold is edge of the seat stuff.

MICHILL SYR12SF 2005 £1,115

Design icon with supertweeter build. Sound is beautifully smooth, effortless and exceptionally expensive.

MARANTZ TT-1551 2005 £1,299

Coasting all-in one deck/rack/turntable combination. This must surely be the best sound/issue and play package at this price point.

MICHILL TECNOLG 2002 £598

Superb introduction to Michell turntable on a budget. Top quality build and design mean it’s still the class of the mid price field.

MICHILL ORBE 1995 £2,500

The top Michell design remains a superbly capable all-rounder with powerful, spacious sound that’s delicate and engaging.

SME MODEL 10A 1995 £4,700

Exceptionally engineered deck and SME 10 arm. Contra that’s an extremely accomplished performer with classical music.

LVIN AXIS 1987 £793

Stylish and beautifully engineered turntable, perfectly performed packaging. Laser version with 4x400mm turnover.

ROKSAK XRF1S 1984 £550

Super light and clean sound, with excellent transients. Less musical than the Sondek, but more neutral. Sagging prices today make this a ludicrously used toy.

DAJU CS5S 1987 £775

Sounds high quality engineering to a respectable standard. Hemp turntable, made for a brilliant budget boy. Roland’s smooth and slightly blur sound.

MICHILL SYR12SF 1981 £590

Thanks to its stunning visuals, this bold design. Wasn’t the received the respect it deserved. Solid sold and architectural sound.

TOWNSHEND ROCK 1979 F/N/A

Novel machine has extremely clean and fluid sound. Substantially modified throughout the years and capable of superb results even today.

MARANTZ TT1000 1979 F/N/A

Fabulous and no less the same. Have a listen, but big in Japan.

REGA PLANAR 3 1978 £90

Brilliantly simple, but clean and musical performer. Complete with Acorn-derived 5 shaped tonearm. 1983 saw the arrival of the £860, which added throb at the expense of warmth. Super budget buy.

SONY PS-880 1978 £800

First outing for Sony’s impressive ‘Point’ electronic turntable. Don’t let a long noise graden easily但这 wonderful performance. Slowly conftco and with a 6500 support - buy with caution.

TWO LD-70 1978 £100

The best of all-in-one turntable packaging ever made. Clean, powerful and three-dimensional sound, ultimately limited by the tonearm.

Acoustic JTRAC 4000 1976 £230

Tidy, well thought out direct drive that uses an infra red beam to allow track selection and programming. More of a visual and operational delight than a sonic stunner.

PIONEER PL-590 1976 £600

Sturdy and convenient motor unit that performs well with a wide range of tonearms. Check very thoroughly before buying due to electronic complexity and use of some non-iso LEDs.

Renaissance 1973 £36

When you listen to the leading source, this taught the modern standards of noise performance and stability to the class, plus a low friction 8-shaped tonearm. Later P1130 was off the pace compared to rivals.

Technics SP-10 1973 £600

Small Japanese engineering. Sounds depend on prices, but a well mounted £2100 will give any modern a hard time. Especially in terms of bass power and midrange accuracy.

Linn Sondek LPI 12 1973 £480

For many, the first superdeck, constant motor means that early ones sound warmer and more lyrical than modern versions. An £2100 mods have brought it into the 21st century at aprice.

Arkstone RD1S 1972 £94

Madison evolution of Linn’s original belt drive prowess. Solidly built and warm and amply, picked up 395.5 cm of data today.

Golden Lingo 3L.75 1970 £15.55

Simple, well engineered motor unit with soft, sweet sound and reasonable tonearm. Good speakers and servicing support every today.

Darran 399/401 1953 £19

Tremendously strong and articulate with only a wired treble to set it down.

Thorens TD-124 1958 £13.5

The template for all that’s in TD-124. The icon was the only real competition for Darran’s 399. It was warmer and more lyrical, yet lighter and less impactful in the bass.
TONEARMS
REGA RB251 2009 £139

Clever hand-mades are generally kept to a low level, but the RB251 offers a high level of performance, with a smooth and linear response.

TRI-PLANAR

NORIS 520 2008 £1,595

This hand-made arm is an impressive performer, with a smooth and linear response.

AUDIO ORGANISATION P97 2007 £1,300

These hand-made arms are available in a variety of styles, with all offering a smooth and linear response.

ACOS COBRA 1987 £64

These hand-made arms are available in a variety of styles, with all offering a smooth and linear response.

GRAHAM PHANTOM
2006 £3,180

Smeared with hand-made arms, the Phantom is a very impressive performer, with a smooth and linear response.

TRI-PLANAR PRECISION
2006 £3,900

Hand-made arms with a smooth and linear response.

MICHIEL FEVERMANN 2003 £442

These hand-made arms are available in a variety of styles, with all offering a smooth and linear response.

SME 309 1989 £767

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

NAIM ARD 1987 £1,425

These hand-made arms are available in a variety of styles, with all offering a smooth and linear response.

SME SERIES V 1987 £2,390

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

NAIM ARD 1986 £875

These hand-made arms are available in a variety of styles, with all offering a smooth and linear response.

TECHNICS E400-01 1996 £4,199

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

SME 309 1995 £1,181

These hand-made arms are available in a variety of styles, with all offering a smooth and linear response.

NAIM ISD 1988 £2,645

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

NAIM ISD 1986 £875

These hand-made arms are available in a variety of styles, with all offering a smooth and linear response.

LIVIN LINK 1984 £1,499

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

SUGDEN A21A 1988 £1,469

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

SUGDEN IA4 2007 £1,350

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

SMC RP6 1983 £130

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

WORLD MAG 1995 £375

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.

WORLD MAG 1995 £375

A hand-made arm with a smooth and linear response.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROTEL</td>
<td>RA-920BX</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>£139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAD</td>
<td>3020</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>£69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGERS</td>
<td>A75</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>£220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREX</td>
<td>A60</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>£115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUDDEN</td>
<td>CS1/PS1</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>£130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUDDEN</td>
<td>A21</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>£/N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGERS</td>
<td>CADET III</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>£34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAPMAN</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAD</td>
<td>II-80</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>£8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAD</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>£900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIM</td>
<td>NAP 500</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>£17,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARANZ</td>
<td>MUSEL 9</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>£800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHELL ELECTRO</td>
<td>A21/802BX</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>£1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIONEER</td>
<td>M-73</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>£1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKET</td>
<td>A100</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>£5,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADFORD</td>
<td>STA25</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>£977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRELL</td>
<td>KMA100 II</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>£5,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAK</td>
<td>M40</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>£115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAK</td>
<td>M50</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>£220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAK</td>
<td>STEREO 20</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>£31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAK</td>
<td>STEREO 60</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>£N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAK</td>
<td>STEREO 60</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>£N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rotel RA-920BX:** Lively and clean budget integrated that arguably started the move to minimalism.

**NAD 3020:** Brilliance smooth, sweet and punchy at the price and has a better phone stage than you'd expect. The archetypal budget super-amp.

**Rogers A75:** Lots of sensible facilities, a goodly power output and nice sound in one box. The later A75II and A100 versions offered improved sonics and were seriously sweet.

**Arex A60:** Sweet and musical feature-packed; the Audiolab 8000A remains a classic.

**Sudden CS1/PS1:** Soft sounding early Sudden combo with a plethora of facilities and filters. A sweet and endearing performer but lacking in power and poor load driving ability.

**Sudden A21:** Class A transistor integrated with a commendably likeable smoothness and musicality. Limited inputs via DIN sockets.

**Rogers Cadet III:** Sweet sounding valve integrated, uses ECL86 output valves, even has a half useable phone stage, sweet, warm a good introduction to valves.

**Chapman 305:** Smooth pre/power combo with a sweet and open sound. Not quite up to Leak/Quad standards but considerably cheaper secondhand.

**POWER AMPLIFIERS**

**Electrocompaniet NEMO:** Each £4,995

- Norwegian power station as nice as a ginger snap, yet impresses with sheer physicality and fleetness of foot. 600W per channel.

**Nuforce Reference 95E V2:** £1,750

Brilliant value for money monoblocks with massive power and super-clean, three dimensional sound.

**Quad II-80:** £8,000 per pair

Quad's best ever power amplifier. Dramatic performer with silky but dark tonality, blistering dynamics, serious power and compellingly musical sound.

**Quad 909:** £900

Current-dumper has a smooth and expansive character with enough wailup to drive most loads. Not the most musical, but superb value all the same.

**Naim NAP 500:** £17,950

Flagship amplifier will drive just about any speaker with ease. Factor in the company's trademark pace, rhythm and timing and it all adds up to one effortlessly musical package.

**Marantz M9:** £800

Authentic reproduction monoblocks still more than cut the sonic mustard. Highly expressive and highly sought after.

**Michell Electro:** £1,989

Crisp, clean and beautifully controlled with gorgeous styling. Partnered with the £1,650 Orca this sounds delicious!

**Musical Fidelity XA200:** £1,000

200W of sweet smooth transistor amp in a grooved tube! Under-rated oddly.

**Pioneer M-73:** £1,200

Monster stomper from this seminal Japanese power amplifier, complete with switchable Class A and Class B operation. Clean, open and assured sounding, albeit a tad behind the pack on high speed dance music. Rosewood side cheeks and black brushed aluminium completes the experience.

**Krell KMA100 II:** £5,750

Monoblock version of the giant KSA-100 is one of the seminal 80s transistor power amplifiers. Massive wailup allied to clean and open Class A sound makes this one of the best amplifiers of its type.

**Radford Sta25 Renaissance:** £977

This reworking of Radford's original late-series design was possessed of a wonderfully rich, full school valve sound with enough power (25W) and room to expand.

**Quad 405:** £115

The first of the current dumpers is a capable design with smooth, effortless power and a decently musical sound. 606 and 707 continue the theme with greater detail and incidence.

**Mk Electronics TPA-510 Amplifiers:** £110

Simple design with easily available components, solid build quality and fine sound make for a surprisingly overhauled design.

**Leck AP1:** £N/A

Macad capricious styling allied to its `tower of power' pretensions, but it wasn't. Poor build, but decently clean sounding when warming.

**Leck AP2:** £65

Bullet proof build, but woolly sound. Off the pace, but endearing nonetheless. Some pipe smoking slipper wearers swear by them!

**Leck Stereo 20:** £31

Excellent workaday classic valve amplifier with decent power and drive. Surprisingly modern sounding if rebuilt sympathetically. Impressively musical and fluid.

**Leck Stereo 60:** £N/A

Leck's biggest valve power amp offers 35 Watts per channel and more low end than the remaining Stereos. Standard Restoration over relatively UNITY value means high price.

**Quad II:** £22

The all-time classic valve amplifier, with a denouement fluid and lyrical voice. In other respects though, it sounds hopelessly dated. Low power and hard to part with property.

**Leck Point One, TL10, TL12.1, TL12 Plus:** £28

Early classics that are getting expensive. Overhauling is de rigeur before use, using original parts if possible. Surprisingly crisp and musical. Deeply impressive in fine fettle.

**PRE AMPLIFIERS**

**Audiolab 8000C:** £499

Tonal grey but fine phone input and great facilities make it an excellent general purpose tool.

**Crock Micro:** £150

Budget valve pre-amp with exceptionally transparent performance.

**Conrad Johnson:** £2,500

Minimlist FET-based preampifier is brilliantly neutral and smooth with a spiky, light balance in the mould of Sugden. Something of a cure, but worthwhile nonetheless.

**Audio Research SP-8:** £1,400

Beautifully designed and built high end tube pre-amplifier with deliciously sweet and smooth sound. Not the last word in incision or grip.

**Linn Lk-1:** £499

A brave attempt to bring remote controlled user-friendliness to hair-shirt audiophile hi-fi. Didn't quite work, but not bad for under £100.

**Naim Nac 325:** £8,750

Classic high end pre. Brilliantly fast and incisive sound that's a joy with vinyl but a tad forward for digital.

**Leck Ac-1:** £N/A

Amazing styling courtesy of Allan Bondfrat can't disguise its rather cloudy sound, but a design classic nonetheless.

**Quad 33:** £63

Better than the 22, but Quad's first treble pre isn't outstanding. Responds well to tweaking/ rebuilding though.

**Leck Point One Stereo:** £8,750

Good for their time, but way off the pace these days. Use of £798/£980 valve for high gain rules out ultra performance. Not the highest-fi.

**Quad 22:** £25

The partner to the much vaunted Quad II monoblocks - cloudy and vague sound means it's for anachronists only.
LOUDSPEAKERS

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 10.3 2010 £290
Great small standmounters for audiophiles on a budget; dry, punchy sound with impressive stage-staging at the price.

YAMAHA SOAVO 1.1 2009 £3,000
Musical, transparent with impressive dynamics and cohesion. Excellent build and finish.

USHER BE-10 2009 £10,500
Clever high end moving coil design with immense speed and dizzying clarity allied to epic punch. Needs the best anencopes to fly, though...

SPENDOR A5 2009 £1,695
Multi-talented floorstanders with generous range and punch and Spendor’s classic mid-range detail. Deliver a sound that thoroughly engages whatever you care to play.

MONITOR AUDIO PL100 2008 £2,300
The flagship ‘Platinum’ series standmounter has a lovely warm and delicate sound with superlative treble.

MARTIN LOGAN SOURCE 2008 £1,600
Brilliant entry level electrostatics, giving a taste of loudspeaker excellence for the price of most moving coil boxes. Tremendous clarity, eveness and delicacy, although not the world’s most powerful sound.

PMC OB1 2008 £2,950
Cleverly updated floorstanders give scale and solidity in slim and well finished package.

ISOPHON CASSIANO 2007 £12,900
Drive units featuring exotic materials allied to supertweeter build quality result in an immensely capable loudspeaker. Not an easy load to drive, however.

REVERE CYGNUS 2006 £3,999
Revolver pull out all the stops and show what they can do with this magnificent flagship loudspeaker. A superb monitor that is like a mini B&W 801D in many ways.

USHER BE-718 2007 £1,600
Beryllium tweeters work superbly, allied to a fast and punchy bass driver. The result is subtle, smooth and emotive.

USHER S-520 2006 £350
Astonishingly capable budget standmounters that offer detail and dynamics well beyond their price and dimensions.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI CLASSIC 2006 £485
Brilliantly successful remake of an iconic design; not flawless, but surely one of the most musical loudspeakers ever made.

MISSION X-SPACE 1999 £498
The first mass production sub and sat system using NXT panels is a sure-fire future classic - not flawless, but a fantastically unboxy sound nevertheless!

MISSION 752 1995 £495
Cracking Henry Atkin-designed standmounters combined HDA drive units and metal dome tweeters with surprisingly warm results. Design’s idiosyncratic characteristics make them great for voices.

TANNY WESTMINSTER 1985 £4500
Folded horn monsters which sound good if you have the space. Not the last word in faithfulness but can drive large rooms and image like few others.

CELESTION SL6 1984 £350
Smallish two way design complete with aluminium dome tweeter to plastic mid-bass unit set the blueprint for nineteen eighties loudspeakers. Very open and clean sounding, albeit course at high frequencies and limp in the bass. Speakers would never be the same again...

HEYBROOK HB1 1982 £130
Peter Byrne designed standmounters with an amusingly etched yet decdy refined sound. Good enough to partner with very high end turntables, yet great with budget kit too A classic.

QUAD ESL63 1988 £1250
An update of the ESL57, with stiffer cabinets. Until the 989, the best of the Quad electrostatics.

MISSION 711 1989 £375
Back in its day, it was an inovative product and one of the first of the polypropylene designs. Warm, smooth, clean and powerful sound.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR18S 1978 £125
Tanked, British built loudspeaker became a budget staple for many rock fans, thanks to the great speed from the paper drivers, although finesse was definitely not their forte...

YAMAHA NS1000 1977 £532
High lech Beryllium midband and tweeter domes and brashish 12” woofers in massive sealed mirror image case equals stunning transients, speed and wailing flair to superb transparency and ultra low distortion. Partner carefully!

JR 149 1977 £120
Cylindrical speaker was ignored for decades but now back in fashion! Based on classic KEF T27/ B116 combo as seen in the BBC LS3/5a. Doesn’t play loud, needs a powerful transistor amplifier, but has clarity and imaging.

KEF R105 1977 £785
Three way Andrew-based floorstander gave a truly wideband listen and massive (500W) power handling. A very neutral, spacious and polite sounding design, but rhythmically well off the pace.

IMF TLS80 1976 £550
Warm and powerful 1970s behemoth with transmission loading and a mixture of KEF and Celestion drive units. Impressively physical wideband sound but rhythms not a forte.
HI-END CLASSICS

SPENDOR BC1 1976 £240
Creation RF 1300 tweeter meets bespoke Spendor Bethnon mid-bass unit. The result is a beautifully warm yet focussed sound. A little bass boom necessitates careful low-end mounting.

HH ELECTRONICS TPA-50D AMPLIFIERS
1973 £110
Simple design with easily available components, solid build quality and fine sound make for a surprisingly overlooked bargain. Not exactly stylish, however.

BBC LS3/5A 1972 £58
Extremely low colouration design is amazing in some respects – articulation, stage depth, clarity – and unequal to others (both frequency extremes). Came in wide variety of prices from various manufacturers building it under licence.

LEAK SANDWICH 1961 £39 EACH
Warm sounding infinite baffle that, with a reasonably powerful amplifier can sound quite satisfying.

QUAD ESL57 1956 £45 EACH
Wonderfully open and neutral sound puts box loudspeakers to shame. Properly serviced they give superb midband performance, although frequency extremes less impressive. Ideally, use in stacked pairs or with subs and super-tweeters.

SYSTEMS

MERIDIAN GOLDS 2.1 2010 £6,990
Crisp stylish, bright, colourful touchscreen, plus excellent search facilities. This is one hard disk music system with a difference. Best partnered to Meridian active loudspeakers.

NAIM UNIQUITE 2010 £995
Great little half width one-box system with truly impressive sound allied to a wealth of source options.

ARCAM SOLO MINI 2008 £650
Half the size and two-thirds the price of a full-sized Solo, the Mini gives very little away in terms of performance to its bigger brother.

MERIDIAN F80 2007 £1,500
Fantastically built and versatile DVD/CD/DAB/FM/AM unit, designed in conjunction with Ferranti. Ignore nay-sayers who sneer at it not a ‘proper’ hi-fi product. Just listen.

MARANTZ ‘LEGEND’ 2007 £22,000
The combination of SA-751 disc player, SC-752 preamp and MA-952A monoblocks delivers jaw-dropping performance.

SHANLING MC-30 2007 £650
Quite possibly the cutest all-in-one around with fine performance from the CD player, tuner and MP3 player input. Very low power, though.

AURA NOTE PREMIER 2007 £1,500
Lovely shiny CD/tuner/amplifier with fine sound quality and dynamic abilities.

QUAD FM4 1983 £240
Supreme ergonomics allied to a pressingly lyrical sound with plenty of sweetness and detail made this one of the best tuners around upon its launch.

ARCASO SOLO NEO 2006 £1,100
Excellent all-in-one system, with a warm, smooth and balanced sound to match the features and style.

PEACHTREE AUDIO IDECCO £1,000
Excellent sounding iPod dock, impressive DAC and fine amplifier section make this an excellent one box style system.

NAD 4040 1979 £79
Tremendously smooth and natural sound allied to low prices and good availability make this budget analogue explorer.

MARANTZ ST-8 1978 £353
Marantz’s finest radio moment. Warm, organic sound plus an oscilloscope for checking the signal strength and ‘muting’.

YAMAHA CT7000 1977 £444
Combines sleek ergonomics, high sensitivity and an explicit, detailed sound.

SONY ST-5960 1977 £222
One of a few early FM-tuned tuners, a format that came to naught still was Sony’s most expensive tuner to date, and boasted good sound quality with brilliant ergonomics.

ROGERS T75 1977 £125
Superb mid-price Rogers analogue design, complete with underdamped black face. Smooth and sweet with fine dimensionality.

SANSUI TU-9000 1976 £300
A flagship Japanese tuner. It boasts superlative RF performance and an extremely smooth and broad sound.

TECHNICS ST-B510 1976 £180
Superb FM stage makes for a smooth and clean sound.

REVOX B760 1975 £520
The Revos offer superlative measured performance although the sound isn’t quite as staggering as the numbers. Fine nonetheless, and surely the most durable tuner here?

SEQUELLA MODEL 1 1973 £1300
Possibly the ultimate FM tuner. Massive in terms of technology, size and features dedicated to extracting every ounce of performance from radio, including impressive multi-purpose oscilloscope display.

LEAK TROUBLELINE 1956 £25
Schematically an interesting preamplifier but limited to 88-1000kHz only. II and III are arguably the best sounding tuners ever. Attatched to any valve multi-pole socket. Deliciously laden with true dimensionality.

MAGNUM DYNALAB MD-100T 2006 £1,895
One of the best ways to hear FM that we know; evocative open and musical sound in a quirky but masterful package.

MIYAVAD MX40000 2005 £1,000
Surprisingly round and big-scaled mid-quality make for a tempting AM/FM package. Warm and richly detailed his good-quality music broadcasts.

NAIM NAT223 1993 £595
The warm, atmospheric sound is further proof of Naim’s proficiency with tuners.

CREEK CAS3410 1985 £199
Excellent detail, separation and dynamics – brilliantly musical at the price. T40 continued the theme...

TUNERS

ARCAM FMJ T32 2009 £600
Excellent hybrid FM/DAB+ tuner with a smooth, engaging sound. Factor in its fine build and it’s a super value package.

MAGNAT DYNALAB MD-100T 2006 £1,895
One of the best ways to hear FM that we know; evocative open and musical sound in a quirky but masterful package.

MIYAVAD MX40000 2005 £1,000
Surprisingly round and big-scaled mid-quality make for a tempting AM/FM package. Warm and richly detailed his good-quality music broadcasts.

NAIM NAT223 1993 £595
The warm, atmospheric sound is further proof of Naim’s proficiency with tuners.

CREEK CAS3410 1985 £199
Excellent detail, separation and dynamics – brilliantly musical at the price. T40 continued the theme...

SEQUELLA MODEL 1 1973 £1300
Possibly the ultimate FM tuner. Massive in terms of technology, size and features dedicated to extracting every ounce of performance from radio, including impressive multi-purpose oscilloscope display.

LEAK TROUBLELINE 1956 £25
Schematically an interesting preamplifier but limited to 88-1000kHz only. II and III are arguably the best sounding tuners ever. Attached to any valve multi-pole socket. Deliciously laden with true dimensionality.
SONY MDS-JE555FS 2000 £600
The best sounding MD deck ever features an auto-stop mechanism to prevent damage to the MD when not in use and features a large LCD display.
PIioneer DMR-555W 1999 £800
For a survivalist, this was the CD recorder to have.
MARANTZ DR-17 1999 £1100
Probably the best sounding CD recorder in the world, with a solid build quality and the sound of a true audio machine.

**ANALOGUE RECORDERS**

**AWA XD-009 1989 £600**

**Nakamichi CR-7E 1987 £800**

Four very sad sounding turntables over the years has earned them a place in the pantheon.

**SOVY WM-36C 1985 £290**

A very sad sounding turntable over the years has earned them a place in the pantheon.

**SOVY WM-36C 1985 £290**

A very sad sounding turntable over the years has earned them a place in the pantheon.

**PIioneer CTF-950 1978 £400**

Not up to modern standards, but a great piece of audio equipment.

**YAMAHA TC-870GL 1977 £175**

Early classic with digital readout, but still a great piece of modern audio equipment.

**SONY TC-377 1972 £99**

A classic with its own style, still a great piece of audio equipment.

**REVOX A77 1976 £145**

The first domestic reel to reel that you should own.

**SUPER DISC TRANSPORTS**

**ESOTERIC PD-9 1997 £8300**

The best CD player bar none, brilliantly tunable and a delight to boot.

**TEAC VRDS-T1 1994 £900**

Warm and expansive sound, this is the CD player to have.

**KENWOOD 9010 1986 £800**

The first discrete JAP transport that was reliably and durable, despite its price.

**DACs**

**ESOTERIC DCS ELIGAR 1997 £8530**

A classic with its own style, still a great piece of modern audio equipment.

**TEAC T-10 1996 £299**

Ridiculously smooth and an encore for this year.

**PickeN DIGIT 1991 £90**

Budget turntable, but still a great piece of modern audio equipment.

**CABLES**

**MISSING LINK CRYO REFERENCE 2008 £495/0.5M**

High profile interconnects, with slightly lower signal to noise and much lower cost.

**TECHLINK WIRES X5 2007 £70**

Highly recommended interconnects at a very low price, with a lot of value for money.

**VNA ULTIMATE THE FIRST 2004 £395**

Cables that are still the best interconnects and are still the ones to have.

**BI-AMP SYSTEMS**

**PIioneer CT-S950 1987 £400**

This is the best bi-amp speaker that was made.

**YAMAHA NS-1000M 1988 £145**

Early classic with its own style, still a great piece of modern audio equipment.

**SONY TC-377 1972 £99**

A classic with its own style, still a great piece of modern audio equipment.

**TEAC VRDS-T1 1994 £900**

Warm and expansive sound, this is the CD player to have.

**KENWOOD 9010 1986 £800**

The first discrete JAP transport that was reliably and durable, despite its price.

**DACs**

**ESOTERIC DCS ELIGAR 1997 £8530**

A classic with its own style, still a great piece of modern audio equipment.

**TEAC T-10 1996 £299**

Ridiculously smooth and an encore for this year.

**PickeN DIGIT 1991 £90**

Budget turntable, but still a great piece of modern audio equipment.

**CABLES**

**MISSING LINK CRYO REFERENCE 2008 £495/0.5M**

High profile interconnects, with slightly lower signal to noise and much lower cost.

**TECHLINK WIRES X5 2007 £70**

Highly recommended interconnects at a very low price, with a lot of value for money.

**VNA ULTIMATE THE FIRST 2004 £395**

Cables that are still the best interconnects and are still the ones to have.

**BI-AMP SYSTEMS**

**PIioneer CT-S950 1987 £400**

This is the best bi-amp speaker that was made.
Meet our new NAITs – with added love for vinyl

The third generation of the legendary Naim Audio NAIT integrated amplifiers is here, building on the success of its predecessors with extensive upgrades, all in service of the music.

As well as a significant step up in performance, the NAIT XS 3 and SUPERNAIT 3 both now offer built-in phono stages – making them perfect partners for turntables, as well as for streamers, CD players, or just about any other music source you want to enjoy with the signature Naim sound.

Each component within the amplifiers has been scrutinised to identify and implement areas of improvement, from optimising transistors to doubling the speed of the voltage gain stage.

The result? The best-sounding integrated amps Naim has ever produced, delivering greater pace and intimacy, whether they are driving a pair of speakers or headphones.

Handmade here in England, SUPERNAIT 3 and NAIT XS 3 are ready to power your favourite music – whatever format it is on – at specialist Naim retailers worldwide.

naimaudio.com
Loudspeaker manufacturer Spendor take a reassuringly measured approach to launching new products. They are not one of those companies that rushes products to the market as soon as possible simply to boost sales.

Hence the new D Line floorstanders – the flagship D9.2 and the smaller £4500 D7.2 on review here – have been more than two years in development.

Talking to head man Philip Swift he explained this was mainly due to the upgraded mid-range driver which uses a revised polymer to better integrate with the proprietary tweeter and main bass cone.

That tweeter is the same as in the original D7 – built around a stainless steel front plate that forms a damped acoustic chamber in front of a lightweight woven polyamide diaphragm. This creates a balanced pressure environment to enable the high frequency unit to always operate in a linear mode.

The bass driver is a Kevlar composite assembly augmented at the rear by a slotted port to help boost low frequency response (more of which later). There’s also a single pair of high-quality speaker binding posts above (so bi-wiring is not on the agenda).

As ever with Spendor construction of the D7.2s is top-notch – the company now has its own cabinet building facility based in the Yorkshire city of Sheffield – and a range of finishes are available including black ash, dark walnut, cherry, natural oak and the now almost obligatory, satin white.

Another nice feature are the magnetically attached grilles – meaning there are no unsightly holes on view if you choose to leave them off as I always do for reviews.

Size-wise the D7.2 measures 980mm x 192mm x 333mm (H/W/D) and sensitivity is quoted at 90dB (see our Measured Performance for the authoritative figures) meaning they will easily go loud on the end of even low-powered valve amplifiers.

**Sound Quality**

I’ve always had a soft-spot for Spendor loudspeakers. They tend to have an effortless, easy-

---

**Seven Heaven**

Spendor Audio has updated its popular D Line series. Jon Myles listens in and comes away impressed.
In 1991, Pro-Ject Audio Systems started a revolution in the Hi-Fi world with the introduction of the Pro-Ject 1 turntable. A new high-end, low budget turntable at a time when CD was king. Against all odds, we were creating interest in analogue audio at a time when others were turning their backs.

Flash-forward to the present day, with the introduction of our all-new X1 which reimagines the classic turntable design and elevates the sound performance to new heights. You will find no plastic here, only high-end, durable materials that boast an audiophile sonic performance at a fantastic price.

The X1 is available in three finishes to suit any home décor; a premium walnut wood veneer or luxurious black or white eight-layer gloss paint.
The rear port features an aerodynamically designed central baffle to smooth airflow and augment low frequency response in a controlled way.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The updated Spendor D7, to D7.2 form, was even in output from 40Hz up to 20kHz our third-octave analysis of pink noise shows. This is similar to the original D7 reviewed in our July 2014 issue, if with slightly better treble extension and a little less bass lift to give a drier and more controlled sound in a medium sized (17ft long approx) room. The small amount of lift in our analysis is grille off; grille on shaves this to flatness.

As before the D7.2 is still “academically flat” with strong upper midband output that will throw out detail but also be revealing of poor source material – a critical but accurate loudspeaker.

Also as before, and to quote: “the low frequency drive unit is loaded by an interesting floor port with a wide mouth area and an internal low regulator. Tapered ports are in truth horns, matching the internal air load to that of the room, albeit imperfectly. All the same, a broad mouth and tapered profile does a better job than a simple tube and measurement showed the benefits of Spendor’s port”.

This remains the case in the D7.2 where the red trace shows broad port output and commensurately broad damping of the bass unit. Port output reaches down to 20Hz so the D7.2 goes very low and will produce subsonics in a large room. The impedance curve confirms the extent of bass damping, being flat and resistive except for a narrow residual and reactive peak containing little energy. All this suggests bass control will be excellent, but this does not look like a bass heavy or boomy design. It will however “play a bass tune” properly.

The D7.2 produced a good 88dB sound pressure level from one nominal Watt (2.8V) of input, so it goes loud with little power and needs amplifiers of around 50 Watts or more for high volume. It is a relatively easy load for an amplifier, measuring 6.8 Ohms impedance overall, but has a 4 Ohm bass unit. The new Spendor D7.2 retains the original’s accuracy and loses 2dB sensitivity – likely through less emphasised bass to give a more controlled sound in real rooms, counteracting room boom. This is a deeply controlled and honed design in measurement terms. NK

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Green - driver output
Red - port output

IMPEDANCE

SPENDOR D7.2
£4500

OUTSTANDING - amongst the best.

VERDICT

A revised mid-range unit elevates the new D7.2 above its predecessor. If you are looking for a floorstander with punch yet a smooth and refined nature then they should be on the top of your wish list.

FOR
- smooth sound
- detail
- build quality
- low-end punch
- ease of placement

AGAINST
- nothing at the price

Spendor Audio
+44 (0) 1323 843474
www.spendoraudio.com
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Integrated Turntable System
McIntosh MT110
• Turntable, vacuum tube preamplifier and amplifier all in one
• Includes Bluetooth and auxiliary inputs
• Just add speakers
£7,495 36 Months Warranty

Belt Drive Turntable
McIntosh MT10
• Illuminated speed meter
• Inc. moving coil cartridge
• Includes dust cover
£13,700 36 Months Warranty

Stereo Integrated Amplifier
McIntosh MA252
• 160 watts per channel
• Hybrid design: vacuum tube preamp and solid state power amp
£4,500 36 Months Warranty

Stereo Integrated Amplifier
McIntosh MA9000
• 300 watts per channel
• 8-band tone control
• DA1 digital audio module
• MA7200 also available
£12,995 36 Months Warranty

2-Channel Solid State Amplifier
McIntosh MC312
• 300 watts x 2 channels
• 27% increase in dynamic headroom compared to previous model
• McIntosh Autoformers™
£9,995 36 Months Warranty

Monoblock Solid State Amplifier
McIntosh MC611
• 600 watt quad balanced
• Monogrammed heatsink
• 2, 4 and 8 Ω outputs
• 55% increase in dynamic headroom compared to previous model
£19,995 (pair) 36 Months Warranty

Monoblock Vacuum Tube Amplifier
McIntosh MC2301
• 300 Watt Quad Balanced Monoblock
• Valve powered
• Unity Coupled Circuit output transformer
• Distortion free even at high levels
• Sentry Monitor short-circuit protection
£29,800 (pair) 36 Months Warranty

2-Channel Vacuum Tube Amplifier
McIntosh MC2152
• Commemorative system marked with matching serial numbers
• 150 watts x 2 channels
• (8) KT88, (4) 12AX7A and (4) 12AT7 vacuum tubes
£27,000 36 Months Warranty

2-Channel Vacuum Tube Preamplifier
McIntosh C70
• (5) 12AX7A and (1) 12AT7 vacuum tubes
• MM & MC phono inputs
• All analog design and a retro look
• Standard editions also available includes McIntosh History Book that contains a certificate of authentication
£25,000 36 Months Warranty

Stereo Vacuum Tube Amplifier
McIntosh MC275 MK VI
• 75 watts per channel @ 2, 4 or 8 Ω
• Vacuum tube design
• Legendary design now in Mark VI form
• Bridgeable to 150 watt monoblock
£7,100 36 Months Warranty

All orders are subject to availability & our Terms & Conditions which are available upon request. All photos are for illustrative purposes only. E&OE
## HTF Vinyl Recording Software

- The fastest and most efficient way to digitise your vinyl
- Convert to WAV, MP3, WMA, AAC/MP4 simultaneously
- Enter track meta-data during recording, including album artwork
- Record a full side of an album unattended with auto track split
- 152kHz 24 Bit
- Free training

### Prices
- £25
- £25

## Mytek Brooklyn Bridge

- WiFi Streamer / DAC / Preamp all-in-one
- Reference headphone & phone stage
- Includes remote control • Also available in silver

### Prices
- £2,950
- £999

## Technics Direct Drive Turntable

**SL-1000R / SP-10R**
- Coreless direct drive
- Separate control unit
- Probably the best DD turntables in the world

### Prices
- £13,995
- £7,999

## SME Turntable

**Model 20/3 + Series V Arm**
- Gold detailing
- Probably the best belt drive turntable in the world at this price point

### Prices
- £15,450

## JBL Passive Loudspeakers

**L100 Classic**
- Classic 70s look
- Frequency response 40Hz – 40kHz
- Vintage Quadrex foam grille
- JBL J5-120 floor stands available at £325.00

### Prices
- £3,995 / pair

## JBL Passive Loudspeakers

**JBL 4429 / JBL 4307**
- JBL’s flagship studio monitor speaker range with tight bass, natural midrange & clear highs

### Prices
- £4,495
- £1,995

## Gold Note Belt Drive Turntable

**Pianosa**
- Extra rigid & dampened
- High precision platter
- Available in black, white or walnut

### Prices
- £2,227

## Audio-Technica Cartridges

**AT-ART1000**
- Moving Coil
- Special line contact stylus

### Prices
- £4,450

## Audio-Technica Cartridges

**AT-ART9**
- Flagship magnetic core MC type cartridge
- 15 Hz – 50kHz
- Special line contact stylus

### Prices
- £899

## Audio Technica Headphones

**ATH-ANC100BT**
- Wireless In-ear Noise-Cancelling

### Prices
- £89

## Phono Stage

**PH-10**
- Worldwide voltage
- Optional external power supply for Gold Note PH-10

### Prices
- £1,136

## Power Supply

**PSU-10**

### Prices
- £864
Wherever you want to listen, Focal has a headphone that delivers your music with precision and purity. Our 40 years of innovation, development and manufacturing of high-end drivers and loudspeakers are distilled into the range.

Comprised of three open-back models, two closed-back models, and our newly released ‘Arche’ DAC and headphone amplifier, Focal now offer a personal audio system to cater for all levels of serious listening.

Experience the full range at the following retailers:
- AV Online - Rochdale
- Hifonix - Sutton Coldfield
- Audio Affair - Birmingham
- Hifi Lounge - Bedford
- The Audiobarn - Harlow
- KJ West One - Marylebone
- Audio Sanctuary - New Malden
- Hifi Headphones - Shoreham-by-see

Distributed in the UK and Ireland by SCV Distribution | www.scvdistribution.co.uk | 03301 222500
A compact tale

Martin Pipe takes a close look at Philips DCC digital cassette system, using a DCC170 he picked up cheap.

The success of the analogue 'Compact Cassette' format, which debuted in 1962, probably took even inventor Philips by surprise. Originally intended for portable note-taking and dictation purposes, the cassette was designed for ease of use and portability rather than the ultimate in fidelity. That said, pre-recorded 'music cassettes' first appeared in the mid-1960s, albeit in mono form. Stereo ones followed, but their sound quality didn't challenge the vinyl record or the then-dominant reel-to-reel format. Convenience was what counted.

Cassettes began to outsell vinyl records – a phenomenon that was helped by the 1979 launch of the Sony Walkman personal player – and, for all but professional users and the most serious of audiophiles, reel-to-reel was dead. Cassettes were

Here are my DCC170's internal circuit boards. The main one contains most of the circuitry, including the ADC/DAC, analogue-playback Dolby B decoder and 'jungle' chips designed specifically for DCC signal processing.
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everywhere – they stored computer data, took telephone messages in your absence, kept motorists in the groove, logged police interviews and much else besides.

In the early 1980s, Philips – in conjunction with Sony – launched CD. Digital audio replay had arrived in the home. But could you record digitally in the home? Not easily. Digital Audio Tape (DAT) proved too expensive for all but the most serious of home users. Something radically-new was required.

Sony brought us the Minidisc. Philips’ approach was to bring its cassette into the digital era. Both Minidisc and DCC used a clever new technique – lossy compression – to pare down data rates. Doing so ensured that audio recording on digital storage media of comparatively-limited capacity could become a reality.

Lossy compression, like the MP3 ‘codec’ essentially worked by discarding quiet sounds that were masked by louder ones. Sony, Philips and research institutes both academic and commercial were working to exploit this psycho-acoustic phenomenon, which could reduce data rates to a tenth of the original with no apparent ill-effect. Both Sony and Philips went to a lot of trouble to ensure that most couldn’t tell the difference from uncompressed PCM sources, relying on listening panels amongst other things.

Sony was to licence Minidisc to quite a few manufacturers. Only a few signed up to DCC – Philips aside, we had Marantz (then a Philips subsidiary, funnily enough) and Panasonic/Technics (Matsushita). Grundig and Radio Shack/Tandy sold ‘badged’ DCC decks made by Philips.

Blank DCC media for recording purposes – from brands like BASF, Philips and Memorex – were of the same size and shape as conventional analogue cassettes. However, personal for playback only were

**Philips has managed to cram connectors and switches onto just about every surface! The left side has controls for auto-reverse mode, Dolby B for analogue cassettes and the bass-boost function that was at the time apparently obligatory on all Walkman-type devices. Here too is the volume thumbwheel, and a headphone socket that also accepts an inline remote ‘dongle’ (an essential accessory for bootleggers).**

If you take apart a DCC170 in order to replace its drive belt – an involved task that should be avoided by the faint-hearted, not least because a soldering iron is involved! – this is what you’ll see. The whole shooting-match is controlled by the motor and solenoids, all of which are under the control of the DCC170’s microprocessor. The ribbon cables go to the head assembly.

**Here’s a DCC cassette. You don’t ‘flip it over’, all DCC hardware being auto-reverse as standard. The metal shutter, which protects the tape from dust, means it can be inserted only one way around.**

also on the DCC roadmap, the very first being a unit in the spirit of the Sony Walkman. The Matsushita-built DCC130 (circa 1992) could, like the home decks, play analogue and digital cassettes whilst travelling. What was needed, though, was a personal recorder – and that’s where the DCC170 comes in, the product I am focussing on here.

Arriving in the mid-1990s, this compact and elegant machine was capable of recording from 3.5mm optical digital inputs and outputs, as well as analogue connections. There was even a microphone input for field recordings.

I can imagine that a fair few ‘bootlegs’ were captured with the DCC170, which could easily be hidden. It also helped that the machine will run continuously for up to three hours from its (replaceable) internal battery. Contributing to the
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small size was integration of much of the circuitry into a handful of surface-mounted chips.

Another factor is undoubtedly the economical mechanism of the DCC170, which was made in Matsushita’s Japanese factory. It’s closer to that of a Walkman than the VCR-style transports of previous digital recorders. Two capstans – one for each tape side, an adjacent pinch-roller being engaged as appropriate – are belt-driven from a substantial motor. This belt is tiny and thin; other than the rechargeable battery, it’s the item most likely to fail in a DCC170. Thankfully, replacements are available online should you pick one up second-hand.

Coming into contact with the tape is a delicate head assembly of highly-advanced design by early 1990s standards. Its thin-film magnetoresistive technology was derived from computer tape drives and instrumentation recorders. The DCC170 head simultaneously-scans both sides (18 tracks; 9 per side) with 18 read heads and a further four magnetoresistive elements for analogue playback. A complex head helped to simplify the mechanics, electronic switching and a ‘reverse’ of tape travel being used to select cassette side. You were warned not to apply a demagnetiser, of the sort sold for analogue recorders, to these heads. Doing so would ruin them!

As one of the last DCC products the DCC170 makes use of 18-bit bitstream conversion in both the analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue modes. These converters are in a single chip, the TDA1309H. In ‘legacy’ playback mode the signals from the analogue heads are passed, via a preamp and Dolby B chip, to the ADC. As a result, it’s available on the optical digital output in 44.1kHz/16-bit digital form – useful if you want to ‘digitise’ cassettes. All DCC machines offered this very useful feature. Analogue recordings are sampled at CD’s 44.1kHz; however, the DCC170 also natively-supports recording at 32kHz and 48kHz sampling rates from digital sources.

Sound quality of the DCC170 impresses even today, headphone listening revealing a surprisingly-open and detailed character with a range of music. Playback of analogue tape also benefits from a decent frequency response, thanks to Philips MR heads. However, speed instability gives the game away; piano notes and sustained synth chords can be heard to waver. The belt-driven flywheels behind each of the DCC170’s capstans, the job of which is to ‘iron out’ such irregularities, are much smaller than the ones you’ll find in home decks. Being digital, neither wow nor flutter impairs DCC audio. However, there’s another limitation that can affect DCC recording with the DCC170. The mic preamp is far too noisy – so bad, in fact, that, I built an external battery-powered preamp for use with mine.

Impressive though the DCC170 must have seemed in 1995, it arrived too late to save the format – the following autumn, Philips announced that DCC would be discontinued. It was clear that Minidisc was winning this particular battle.

I wonder if DCC might have fared better if Philips – ironically, then a big supplier of audio to most of the big carmakers – had pushed it as a more flexible alternative to automotive CD.
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Your guide to the best products we've heard that are currently on sale in the UK...

TURNTABLES

AVID INGENIUM £800
Great bass response and very midrange detail, allied to clarity makes this a must-have at its price point.

CLEARAUDIO INNOVATION £8400
Expensive, but offers great results from a finely honed and beautifully finished belt drive turntable with servo control from the platter to keep a grip on the record. Few others can be fitted with a Clearaudio tangential arm, or any conventional design. Awesome.

INSPIRE MONARCH £4,350
A reissue of the ground-up Technics Direct Drive, having blistering pace and dynamics allied with smoothness, sophistication and purity of tone. A true reference.

LINN LP12SE £3,500
The UK's most iconic turntable, the legendary Sondek goes from strength to strength. New 330 sub-chassis and Radial 3C motor add precision and grip to one of the world's most musical decoders. Smoother than ever.

MICHELL GYRO DEC £1700
Wonderful styling, coupled with great build and finish make this turntable a delight for friends and family. It has an attractive clear acrylic dust cover, and you can mount just about any arm. A current design standard.

PROJECT ESSENTIAL DIGITAL £300
A budget turntable that turns in a great analogue performance, but also has a hi-fi digital output. Send 24/48 across your lounge via optical cable to a DAC and get great audio quality. Or record LP to your laptop.

REGA RP3 £550
The first of the super-quality Regas, little compromised by price and featuring Rega's outstanding RP3 tonearm, suitable for MM and MC cartridges. A standard at the price point.

TONEARMS

ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER MK3C £1,745
Origin Live combines carbon fibre and ebony to marvelous effect in its new 12-inch arm. Creamy and rich in presentation, the turntable delivers deep into the bass for a satisfying listen.

HADDON STEREO EXPORT £110
Consistently musical, lyrical sounding tonearm that needs the right turntable.

ORIGIN LIVE ONIX £450
Fairy smooth, creamy nature that reminds you why you're listening to vinyl in the first place. Essential audition at the price.

CARTRIDGES

AUDIO TECHNICA AT-OC9MLII MC £420
A fine sounding JMC with strong bass and superior fine treble from a great stylus – yet inexpensive.

TONARM CARTRIDGES

AUDIO TECHNICA AT-F9ML MC £130
Great value entry level moving coil with detailed grip. You just can't get from similarly priced moving magnets.

BENZ MICRO ACF SL MC £1985
Smooth, loud and full-bodied, award-winning hand-made cartridge from Switzerland.

BENZ MICRO WOOD SL MC £945
Highly flexible Swiss moving coil that plays music with real bass.

DENON DL-103 £180
A popular and much loved budget JMC with big tone, smooth treble and deep soundstage. Fantastic value.

REGA RB303 £300
A one piece lapped casting makes this an arm structure almost unrivalled. Great dynamics and superb imaging, for MM and MC. Reference quality for peanuts.

SME 312S £1,600
Twelve inch magnesium alloy lapped arm tube plus SME V bearings. An insightful yet smooth and relaxed sound. Superb build completes the package: Our Editor's steed.

SME 309 £1,500
A one-piece lapped arm finished like a camera and arm to use. Separates SME's quality and sound at an affordable price.

SME V £3000
Offers superb tone arm and a range of premium plus insert. Excellent dynamics too! Dollar for dollar best products.
**LYRA TITAN I MC** £3,500
Breathtaking speed and dynamics from LP; helped by diamond coated, boron rod cantilever.

**ORTOFON 2M MONO SE MM** £80
A mono cartridge purposed for The Beatles in Mono microgroove LPs. Fitted with a top quality Shibata tip. Fab for the four.

**ORTOFON 2M BLACK mm** £400
As good as it gets from MM. Fabulous detail and insight from a Shibata stylus, good bass and excellent tracking.

**ORTOFON Cadenza Bronze MC** £1,400
A mid-price MC with a slightly livelier presentation than the super smooth Cadenza Black. High-end sound at midband price – great value.

**ORTOFON Cadenza Black MC** £1,800
Ultra smooth and dimensional moving coil with bass and punch aplenty. Lovely stylus.

**ORTOFON A95 MC** £3,750
Fast and extremely detailed, this is an MC cartridge that sets standards.

**Rega Carbon MM** £35
Budget price for a competent cartridge with a fairly unflappable nature. Ideal for beginners.

**Goldring 1012GX MM** £250
A glorious sounding cartridge with solid bass and strong dynamic punch, plus excellent treble from its Fritz Geger stylus. Fun and affordable.

**Shure M97xE** £80
Rigorous research, top-of-the-line tracking and hard proof stylus protection from damped guard. A standout.

**Van Den Hul Dot-H Special MC** £995
Long-established cartridge from Holland with an open and dynamic sound.

**Phono Preamps**

**Cambridge Audio 651P** £200
Clean, concise sound from MM and MC cartridges at a very low price. A real bargain.

**Icon Audio Ps3 MkII** £2,500
All valve MM phono stage with MC transformer option, graced by big, spacious and relaxed sound.

**LUXMAN EQ-500 PhonoStage** £4,495
A fully-equipped phono stage from Japanese manufacturer Luxman that offers comprehensive cartridge matching allied to superb sound.

**Leema Acoustics Elements Ultra** £1,199
Smooth and detailed sound with the ability to accommodate most modern cartridges. Exceptional value for money.

**Pro-Ject Tube Box DS** £425
Complet MM and MC phono stage with valve output circuit and a big sound.

**Quad 624P** £995
MM and MC, bodies of gain, a volume control and valve! Looks superb and sounds even better: smooth, atmospheric and big bass.

**Timestep T-01 MC** £995
New, minimalist phono stage that sonically punch-es well above its weight.

**PreAmps**

**Icon Audio LA-4 MkIII** £1,400
Uses early 6SN7 tubes for solid sound. Has plenty of gain and a remote control into the bargain.

**MF Audio Classic Silver** £4,500
One of the best preamps we’ve heard at any price, this transformer-coupled marvel does very little wrong. It’s powerful, clean and open, yet delicate. Its sound is unmatched at or near the price.

**Ming Da M07-SE** £1,520
A valve preamplifier with an open, effortless sound and a big soundstage. It has plenty of gain so will accept any source and drive any power amp. A real beauty.

**Integrated Amplifiers**

**Ariande Pro845SE** £1,499
Pair single ended valve mag. Low-powered but immediately gorgeous, easy-going yet forcefully dynamic at the same time.

**Audio Research VSA6** £3,999
Power house round with enormous tone and punch from traditional U.S. maven master Audio Research. Breathtaking, but expensive.

**Cambridge Audio Azur 661A** £350
Dual mono construction and midrange toroidal power supply combine to produce a solid and sharp sound with room for beyond its price point.

**Creek Evolution 100A** £1,500
Superb build and smooth confident sound make this powerful amplifier a benchmark.

**Cyrus R DAC** £1,499
Trademark shoebox-sized Cyrus integrated now offering 88KHz per channel, plus DAC. Sleek delivery from a dainty case that fits in anywhere – and isn’t Class D!

**Exposure 1010** £499
Entry level integrated from Exposure has excellent upper mid performance with an almost valve-like sound.
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ICON AUDIO STEREO 60 MKII £2,800
Excellent tube integrated with plenty of power and an expansive soundstage, plus KT150 tube option and bias meter for easy adjustment.

NAIM NAIT S5i £925
Naim’s fabulous entry-level integrated amplifier is updated to S1 status. Demon Naim’s superbly muscular sound at entry level.

SAGEM A21SE £2,480
Class A amp with fantastic sound quality producing hard, sculpted images, deep detail and tight bass. Just don’t expect disco-like sound levels!

POWER AMPLIFIERS
AUDIO RESEARCH VS75 £7,498
Powerful, fast valve sound that makes everything else look weak at times. Needs careful matching but well worth the effort.

AUDIO RESEARCH VS115 £5,000
Booted valves with generous punch. Rafael Todes said it provided “shock and awe” while retaining aellowish soundness and texture.

ICON AUDIO MB845 MKII £7,600
With 120W from big 845 valves right down to low frequencies, this power amplifier has marvelous dynamics and bass swing, yet is easy on the ear.

ICON AUDIO MB81FP £15,000
Big Russian transmitter valves deliver 200W from these massive monoblock amplifiers. Frightening in every sense.

MCINTOSH MC-152 £4,995
Stunningly insightful sound with enormous bass punch from a uniquely designed transistor amp. Amazing audio, a league up, if expensive.

QUAD II-EIGHTY MONOBLOCKS £6,000 PR
Powerful and expansive sound from modern design monoblocks that also look lovely, superb – used by us as a reference.

LOUDSPEAKER FLOORSTANDER
BSW 903 D3 £12,500
BSW’s updated statement floorstanders deliver depth and definition with breathtaking sound and authority, aided by a diamond coated tweeter. Expensive – but enormously impressive.

CASTLE AVON V £1,600
A big floorstanding at a modest price that suits the average room. Refined ribbons treble and deep bass give it a great delivery.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-6B £2,500
Excellent U. S. planar magnetic loudspeaker at bargain price. Utterly superb – a must-hear.

EPOS K7 £1,000
A fun sound that is tidy all round and very engaging, with solid bass. Music as you hope it to be.

FOCAL ARIA 926 £1,400
Simple, clean, neutral sound – easy going but well engineered and affordable.

MARTIN LOGAN SUMMIT X £16,698
Matches Martin Logan’s XTal electrostatic panel to a powerful subwoofer to provide extended, powerful bass. Dramatic sonic purity.

MARTIN LOGAN ELEKTROMOTION £2,600
Martin Logan’s budget baby XTal hybrid electrostatic. Fits into any lounge to give electrostatic levels of clarity and imaging.

QUADRAL ORKAN VIII AKTVS £6,200
Active loudspeaker with light, powerful bass, perfect accuracy and detailed treble from a ribbon tweeter.

O ACoustics 2050i £480
A large floorstanding at a budget price. Offers high sensitivity and big sound and has very few flaws for the price.

SPENDOR SP100 R2 £6,495
Retro looks but a sound that’s hard to match. Spendor’s 12” bass unit provides massive low-end grunt with a room-filling sound.

SPENDOR A3 £1,300
Fine little floorstanding with a smooth, natural midrange and even tonal balance. Ideal for smaller rooms.

TANNOY DEFINITION DC10 T1 £6,000
Glorious power with great projection. Glorious sonics too. Need little power to go very loud and have super finish into the bargain.

TANNOY KENSINGTON £9,950
Big but not overpowering, punchy modern sound from classic cabinetry. Need little power to go very loud and suit a traditional home, or castle.

LOUDSPEAKERS STANDMOUNT
ACOUSTIC ENERGY NEO 1 V2 £735
Cabinet loudspeaker with bird and funnel bass.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 CLASSIC £845
Brilliantly successful remake of an iconic design; not flawless, but surely one of the most musical loudspeakers ever made.

QUADRAL CHROMIUM STYLE 8 £1,700
A supremely smooth yet open sounding loudspeaker. Clean and detailed treble from a fine ribbons tweeter. Acoustic yet informative. Pure class.
ELAC BS243 £1,000
More transparent and spacious than they’ve ever been, these refined mid-price standmounters represent top value.

WHARFEDALE DENTON £560
A beguiling mixture of retro looks with modern, high technology drive units. The Denton has an easy-going, big-hearted sound with a touch of old warmth that should appeal to many.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-16A £1,200
U.S. planar magnetic bookshelf loudspeaker with unrivalled mid-band and treble. Hear it before you buy.

WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 220 £200
Builds on the success of previous Diamond ranges with better bass, more detail and a greater sense of scale.

KEF LS50 £800
Supremely musical mini-monitors which sound much bigger than they look.

MARTIN LOGAN MOTION 35 £1,300
Folded Air-Motion tweeter gives a taste of Martin Logan’s electrostatic sound in a standmount. Different from the standard mini-monitor and all the better for it.

PMC TWENTY.21 £1,575
Transmission line-loaded standmount with a big box sound from a compact cabinet. Punches well above its weight.

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS

CREEK OBH11 £150
Designed specifically for low to medium impedance (30 Ohm – 300 Ohm) headphones the little Creek has a marvelously well-judged sound.

EPHANY EMP-02 £99
The P9 battery-powered portable gives great sound quality at an almost giveaway price. Happy with the output from an iPad or CD player, the little epiphany is a true bargain.

ICON AUDIO HP8 MKII £850
The HP8 MKII valve-based headphone amplifier brings the spacious sound of valves to headphones. And it matches ‘em all.

FIDELITY AUDIO HPA 100 £350
Great little headphone amplifier with a lively yet refined and open sound.

MUSIC FIRST PHONE BOX £276
Brings a big stage, plenty of detail and rich, deep, warm sound in the tonal spectrum.

OPPO HA-2 £230
Remarkable performance and sound from ESS Sabre32 DAC in a slim portable package.

CD PLAYERS

AUDIOLAB 2000CD £949
Inspired CD player and DAC with price-performance ratio like no other. Capable of matching designs costing much more.

CANOR CD2+ £3,100
Musically coherent and tuneful valve-driven CD player from Slovakia. Lovely liquid sound.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 651C £410
Snaply modern presentation from this budget CD player. Cracking audiophile entry point for any digital fan.

CHORD REFERENCE MKIII £16,000
A unique and massive engineering exercise that could well be the best CD player available. Chord’s Pure Array DAC technology produces a musical experience like few others. A true reference player.

ESOTERIC K-03 £9,495
Superb high-end silver disc spinner that is beyond criticism. Drew of its own character but has a flawlessness presentation.

EXPOSURE 101 £395
Desirable player with the sense of timing almost be an automatic entry on any demo list at this price.

Q ACOUSTICS 2020i £165
Great little bargain-priced stand-mounts with a friendly, fun yet surprisingly refined sound. Hard to better for a pair of starter loudspeakers.
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**ELECTROCOMPANIET EMP-1/S** £4,650
Epic in scale, lavish in tone and exuberant in its musicality - this is a memorable SACD spinner. Quirky in operation and modest in finish, though.

**OPPO BDP-105D** £1,200
Universal player and DAC that makes CD and Blu-ray (+DVD) sound deep, spacious and full bodied. Reference quality that’s affordable.

**REGA APOLOD-R** £550
Rega comes up with a fine CD player again. Tremendous detail and an easy, unforced sound at all times. Few bells and whistles but made up for by its superb sonic ability.

**ROKSAN KANDY K2** £900
A charmingly musical performer at the price - this is a surprisingly sophisticated CD player for the money.

**TUNERS**

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 651T** £299
Value-packed AM/FM/DAB and DAB+ ready tuner. Precise and detailed with excellent resolution of spoken word.

**CREEK DESTINY 2** £550
Creek’s tuner expertise shines through in the Destiny 2. This AM/FM receiver is wonderfully three-dimensional and smooth.

**MAGNUM DynaLab MD-90T** £1,900
Exceptionally able, but commensurately priced, audiophile tuner that cannot fail to charm.

**DACS**

**AUDIOLAB M-DAC** £600
Excellent sound from ESS Sabre32 DAC and impressive flexibility with a unique range of filter options makes this a stand-out product. Low price is the icing on the cake.

**AUDIOLAB Q-DAC** £250
Striped-down version of Audiolab’s M-DAC loses some features but retains much of the sound, making it a veritable bargain.

**ANTELOPE ZODIAC GOLD/VOLTIKUS** £3,095
DAC/preamp/power supply combination majors on detail but has a remarkable un-digital sound. One of the best at its price.

**ROKSAN CAMBRIDGE ROKSAN** at £900

**RESONESSENCE INVICTA MIRUS** £4,499
One of the most highly spec’d DACs available, with a smooth yet enthralling presentation. Few approach it.

**NETWORK PLAYERS**

**CHORD DUX100** £7,500
Chord’s proprietary DAC circuit shines in their top-of-the-range streamer. Hear-through clarity with a sound rich in detail, dynamics and soundstage.

**CYPRESS STREAM X** £1,400
Gorgeous sound quality even from compressed digital music. New control app makes everyday operation a doddle.

**CONVERT TECHNOLOGIES PLATO** £2999.00
A network player with amplifier that does it all, including turn LP to a-resolution digital, and add cover artwork from the ‘net.

**NAIM DAX** £2,400
Superb high-end digital converter with a probing, punchy andForeground-debossed sound.

**NAIM NOX** £2,995
Clean, incise and very detailed sound with Naim’s traditional pace and timing make this one of the best network music players around.

**NAIM N35XS** £2,175
Great sound quality with traditional Naim heft. A wonderful DAC with full 24/192 handling. Only the display could be better.

**TEAC UD-501** £999
Feature-packed DAC with benefit of DSD playback. Superb sound makes little to touch it at the price.

**Cuts through with one of the best DACs you can buy.**
NAIM NAC-N172 XS £1,650
A pre-amp/DAC/streamer package provides a taught, rock-solid presentation with a tonally rich midrange and a super sense of rhythm.

PROJECT STREAM BOX RS £1,095
Unusual valve-based streamer/preamp with variety of inputs and a lovely liquid sound. Not the most detailed but compensates with sheer musical verve.

QUAD PLATINUM DMP £2,500
Combined CD/network player has all the usual Quad elements but with added zest and detail that brings life to everything you care to play.

DIGITAL SOURCES

ASTELL&KERN AK100 MKII £569
Portable high-definition digital player with superb sound quality. Punchy and fast.

FIO X3 £115
Fabulous value player with nice easy sound and full range of abilities. Small and light. For newbies.

LOTOO PAW GOLD £1,500
Reference quality sound; it’s like carrying your hi-fi in your pocket. Equally large too, but stunning headphone quality.

PORTABLE SPEAKERS

BAYAN SOUNDBOOK £149.99
Superb design and great sound make for one of the best portable Bluetooth speaker/radios on the market. Not the cheapest – but worth every penny.

IRIVER IBA-50 £69
Big, warm sound with plenty of volume and clean at high levels. Muscular sound compared to many rivals.

CABLES

BLACK RHODIUM TWIST £71/3M
Twisted to light off radio frequency, the Black Rhodium speaker cable is easy on the ear with a fine sense of clarity and focus. A remarkable performer at the price.

NAINS CABLES R US NO.27 £195
Offers a sprightly pace with a precise nature. Fast performance enhance frequencies and beautifully etched detail.

CHORD SIGNATURE REFERENCE £900
Majors on timing, detail and openness. Capable of getting the best from most systems and a recommended upgrade.

TELLURION Q BLACK 280/3M
A deep, dark, velvety performer that’s nevertheless highly musical, it represents excellent value as mid-price cables go.

TELLURION Q SILVER DIAMOND £804/M
An open, natural and transparent sound that is difficult to beat, from these great loudspeaker cables.

HEADPHONES

AUDEZE LCD-3 £1,725
A planar magnetic phone that offers monitor quality. Strong sound with silky, dark quality that others struggle to match.

B&W P3 £170
Beautifully presented headphones from the loudspeaker specialists. Feed them a good quality source signal and they reward with excellent sound.

JAYS V-JAYS £49
Wonderful little budget over-ear portable ‘phones with a clean, clear sound to beat the best of the rest at the price.

Noble K10 £1,279 INC. FITTING
Custom fit in-ear phones with 10 drivers deliver a sound that is out of this world. Personal and perfect.

OPPO PM-1 £950
Planar magnetic phones with a warm, easy but big bodied sound that draws you in. Need a lot of drive, but deliver superb bass.

SENNHEISER HD700 £1,999
Tremendously fast with a strong, focused, lower-frequency range and a firm bass punch.

YAMAHA HPH-MT220 £150
Purposely for indoor monitoring yet light and comfortable enough to be used on the move. Excellent sound quality marred only by a slight warmth to vocals.
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Until Third Man drew my attention to it, this festival had completely passed me by. It took place across 1–3 August, 1969 at Fuller扁at, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, just two weeks before the legendary Woodstock Festival. But this was no Summer of Love; it was in fact a Summer of Blues.

Curated by a small group of University students, for three days, this festival featured the cream of the blues crop: Mississippi Fred McDowell, Big Mama Thornton, Junior Wiles, Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, Big Joe Williams and many more.

As the liner notes stated, “From the city to the country, the West Coast to the Gulf Coast, Mississippi to Chicago, 24 masters of the idiom were booked to perform for this new audience – an estimated 10,000-plus kids, listening to the artists they saw as vanguards of the music that had dominated the decade’s counter-culture.”

Fortunately, some enterprising, bright spark had a 1/4” reel-to-reel player rolling at the time and so much (I’m not quite sure if there is more hidden away) of the festival music was recorded and a fair amount has been released here, spread over two gatefold, double albums and covering a total of twenty-six tracks.

Featuring an excellent, large format, booklet with rare images of the festival this set is a sort of field recording. The basic source produces no relevant bass, restrictive mids and treble with a questionable dynamic range. None of that matters, though, because this is a valuable sonic document. The point of these releases is not the sonic quality, but its very existence. That said, the mono recording helps to corral the soundstage and Third Man has done a good job in tiding up the overall sound. A brilliant set.

In many ways, I’m still trying to make my mind up about The Bluetones. Were they the next step from the baggy Madchester era of music? Were they an antidote to Britpop as they hit the scene as that genre’s popularity was on the wane? Were they just an inoffensive, bland indie band whose songs all sounded the same? Did they in fact add delicacy, nuance, subtlety and fine-dining sonic flavours? How could you even doubt such artists after hearing the track, Bluetonic?

What I do know is that Bottlegarden – the band’s original name – were formed in 1994 in Hounslow and occupied by Adam Devlin on guitar, drummer Eds Chester, Mark Morriss had the microphone in his hand while brother Scott noodled the bass.

During 1995, the group released two singles, ‘Are You Blue Or Are You Blind?’ and the above-mentioned ‘Bluetonic’. They prompted attention but it was the 1996 release of the track ‘Sight Return’, which forged the group to the No.2 spot in the charts. The associated album, ‘Expecting To Fly’, debuted at number one on the British charts. Later, they would be tarred by the Britpop brush. The genre almost grabbed them by the ankles and sucked them into the same drowning quicksand pit.

This collection of singles, on vinyl for the first time (blue, funny enough) and spanning two discs in a gatefold sleeve, was originally released in 2002.

In mastering terms? Coloured vinyl was an audiophile anathema because the stylus tended to play the pigment, causing noise. Relatively recent improvements have solved the case so sound from coloured vinyl is now on a par with black vinyl. The basic mastering is slightly dull and claustrophobic with rolled off mids and treble but I’m being picky. Overall, the music speaks for itself which is a good thing.
Davis joined Warner Bros in 1985 and began recording this album later that same year with producers Randy Hall and Zane Giles. Davis was reported to have changed his musical direction, entering into a soul and funk theme with vocalists Al Jarreau and Chaka Khan in tow. The album was never issued.

After the release of the 4-track Rubberband EP for Record Store Day, Rhino/Warner Records has finally issued the LP...
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"How many LPs have I bought and binned?"

Streamed is upon us. Like the cassette once was. Somewhat convenient, inexpensive – but not so great in quality. Apple recently announced the demise of iTunes, a download service, in favour of Apple Music – yet another streaming service. Not impossible to deduce then that streaming is where it’s at, as sales figures from the RIAA (Radio Industries Association of America) show. Downloading in all forms is in decline, from hi-res files to those stored on your computer by iTunes. Yet again we are seeing a metamorphosis from one medium to another, but this time an altogether more rapid one. Finally, we will cease to own the music we buy.

Yes, from now on you get a license to listen only. Want to listen again? Then pay again! Except of course these days that is a subscription of £19.99 per month (£239.88 per annum) for Tidal, one of the better services quality wise. So what is the cost? It’s streaming going to cost us all dearly!

If you listen to 10 tracks a day on average, it’s easy. That amounts to a sizeable 300 tracks per month, so at £19.99 the cost is 7p per track. Take a music package like Qubuz with 10 tracks total at a cost (today) of £23.50 then a single track play is £2.50. After playing it 35 times you have paid 7p per track.

So, where does that leave us with the cost of streaming? For a start it is no rip-off. Fantastic! LPs I have played endlessly in the past and perhaps more than 25 times (never sat there counting!) cost me less per listen, but how many LPs have I bought and binned? One or two plays perhaps and no more. It’s difficult to compare streaming to LP that’s for sure. But a quick pique with the figures suggests to me streaming costs are reasonable compared to past formats like LP and cassette.

Streaming has the great advantage that it makes more music available for a quick listen. You don’t buy on a hope and a prayer. With streaming your shelves remain clear of unwanted LPs and the floorboards aren’t threatened by the sheer weight of unwanted vinyl.

The figures suggest we should stream to find new music we like – then buy it in storable format to be heard forever thereafter, for yourself and that obsession with one track (!), for the rest of the family and even for your grandchildren who’ll be suitably amused at what you were obsessed with. I will leave out the children here because they know you’re outdated and will only sneer!

That’s the economic argument. Less than 36 plays streaming is cheaper, more than 35 plays it may not be get the download or the LP instead.

The topic of sound quality fits neatly into this scenario. Streaming offers good but not wonderful quality. Spotify, Apple Music, Qubuz etc are fine for everyday use but not so fine if you’d like to hear right into a performance rather than experience it as sonic wallpaper. That’s where Tidal comes into the picture.

Another problem that concerns me is quality of the link from distant music servers to hi-fi players. This is where high quality downloads and modern LPs make their mark: it is the hi-fi bit and it still has value. An LP or a download doesn’t travel the world to reach you, it isn’t generated within a server farm in Texas. You have it at home and know its vinyl or electronic provenance – or think you do. With digital you do not, hi-res files are often derived from CD I suspect, from measurement. But with vinyl the sleeve notes and info etched into the disc next to the run-out groove gives a truer picture.

For the time being I am not going to use externally streamed music for review purposes – but I admit the idea passes through my mind. At present I use locally streamed music, from a Melco N10 NAS drive on our office network that serves music to us in similar fashion to Tidal. Qubuz, Spotify etc. With the in-house Melco we have a high quality dedicated audio server of assured quality, rather than a server of unknown ability somewhere on the planet connected through dodgy digital cables with fish swimming above. It may just be that Tidal, Qubuz, Spotify et al can deliver great quality music files we could use for review, but without basic server test files I can’t be sure. From our Melco set-up I can, it carries test tracks as well as music, its performance validated by measurement.

This is important to me as a reviewer because there are problems with noise and jitter from long digital lines, by using a distant music server coarse sound from a product under review may well come from the streamed music, not the product itself.

Streaming at present may be the latest audio technology to land after the cassette – well, with a few in-betweens! – but irrespective of source quality at the servers, what we receive at home possibly thousands of miles away is a different and altogether more uncertain music file. They might transmit, music in good quality, but that does not mean you and I will receive it in good quality.

All the same, when you do a few sums streaming looks like a very good way to enjoy a massive catalogue of music at low cost. I won’t be dissuaded from buying today’s audiophile LPs that are stunning but, streaming appears to make more sense than cassette – other than you don’t get to own a Nakamichi.

Noel Keywood
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That interconnectivity in the bad was ultimately a force for good

Do you ever remember a TV personality named James Burke? A man of many talents, a TV producer and author — but it was his dual role of science historian and broadcaster that stuck in my impressionable 14 year old memory. Back in 1978, he presented (created, wrote and produced) a ten-part TV series called ‘Connections’. It was inspirational, enlightening and revealed a truth that is too often ignored because, well, truth is messy. Life is messy. Yet messy is often hard to sell. Which is why we tend not to hear about it.

Balding yet strangely cool, Bespectacled in playboy-esque glasses, Casual yet learned. Oh — and dryly funny! Burke looked at discoveries, scientific achievements, world events and more and showed the connections between each and every one, leading up to current technological accomplishments.

As Burke had it, there was no linear progress for change but a highly complex, interconnected web. The research, the ideas and the undoubted irony of the world and its history was quite astounding. Burke’s theories were a refreshing change to the often linear, seemingly inevitable stories you heard about at school or read about in history books.

His thoughts recur to me when I look at music. I received a batch of CDs from the popular reissue label, Jasmine (www.jasmine-records.co.uk) and found the same sort of connections as James Burke. Same but different, I suppose. My connections were linked by a shared negativity. Suffering, if you will. And how that interconnectivity in the bad, was ultimately a force for good. For positivity. Happiness inspiration even.

You could say that each of us shared a black experience. But in its broadest and widest sense.

The first black experience highlighted how black men and women often struggled against their environment and the society around them, reaching for success yet taking a box of scars with them, along for the ride. The Story of My Blues is based on the songs of Big Mama Thornton, who grew’d the original ‘Hound Dog’, pre-Evans (he would never acknowledge Thornton) As the New York Times said in 1971 “…what James Joplin was after and never got near”.

A big woman, tough. Big Mama Thornton talked mean, beginning her life cleaning up toilets in bars (a soulless job if ever there was one). She suffered from hard drinking, a bad car accident in the seventies and the memories of the son she gave away. Yet she inspired Joplin being one of those participants. She amazed and she is still remembered as a blues powerhouse.

As is James Brown. Seen on ‘I’ve Got Money I’ve Got the Power: Singles 1958-1962’. Brown was a fighter, poor. ‘I was 9 years old before I got a pair of underwear from a real store; all my clothes were made from socks and things like that’, he said. He was jailed for stealing a car, later for firearms offences and drug busts, yet he became a notable activist for both social freedom and the value of education, as his 1965 single ‘Don’t Be a Dropout’ attests.

Brown was also a musical innovator as his work in the funk genre proves. Every artist in the field of hip-hop owes James Brown a large debt.

Lefty Frizzell was white but sometimes lived in darkness. A giant in the field of country, he was jailed for underage sex. He was also ruled by alcohol which would trigger health problems later in life. His talent changed country music for ever, evolving country and opening doors for stars like George Jones and Willie Nelson. You can hear more on ‘With You Always: Chart Hits 1950-1959 Plus’.

Darkness can be revealed in a mirror too. In this case, via Hollywood. The CD ‘Sound of Film Noir, 1941-1958’ reflected world changes in society and the conflicts that they triggered. The Noir (French for black of course) genre spawned the likes of the ‘Maltese Falcon’ (where trust was low and deceit ruled), ‘Touch of Evil’ (combining terrorism and police corruption) and the Third Man (reflecting the Falangist harshness of the black market in post-war Berlin).

Significant related soundtracks provided an emotional insight into the darker recesses of the human spirit.

Yet they provided an realistic inspiration for future filmmakers and even a sense of reflection in social history terms.

All of these artists and their music are connected in a complex and convoluted manner. They were all spawned from a society in upheaval. Disaffected and adjusting from two world wars, the mass movements of populations and a growing protest against poverty and the right to freedoms.

Both world wars focused attention on social issues, they fast forwarded the ideas of automation because they accelerated change. Despite the terrible backdrops, people saw more of the world — especially those who fought. They talked to people from different cultures, saw how they lived, where they lived and why. Those memories were taken back home. And that got them to thinking...

The above music was both a reflection of that but also a product of that. Music has a lot to say as James Burke had a lot to say.
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Many of my friends are music enthusiasts – and are bemused at my obsession with the equipment that delivers the sounds they love to their ears.

So I was taken aback when a friend who I'd recently introduced to streaming via a Naim NDX went out and bought a Supra 2 to replace her – perfectly good – Arcam amplifier to get the full Salisbury experience. Inspired by this purchase she asked me what I thought the next big thing in hi-fi would be.

I realised there was no easy answer to such a question. Part of this comes down to the fact that we've already seen a min-revolution in the way we consume music in the past few years – although many people may not have noticed how the landscape has changed.

In my eyes it all started off with the iPod and iTunes – which changed everything. Suddenly you could get all the music you wanted on a small device that could be taken with you wherever you may be. It became an instant hit and those iconic white earphones could be seen on trains, tubes and buses everywhere – including in my ears!

The only problem was the fact that in terms of sound quality the iPod and iTunes were somewhat lacking — although sheer convenience made up for that. Easy to use and a dodgy to buy music via iTunes – what was there not to like? Well, sound quality perhaps. And the restricted dynamic range available.

For a good while though the iPod ruled the market – until the likes of Astell&Kern from Korea and FiiO from China came along with a range of high-resolution portables that offered much better sound quality and – with FiiO's base modes – at a price that undercut the iPod.

With these players you could store the same amount of tracks on a similar-sized device yet in file sizes typically up to 24bit/96kHz — far better than CD in quality and way, way better than iTunes.

Paired with a good set of headphones – either in-ear or over-ear – the jump in sonic resolution was astonishing. It was like upgrading your hi-fi system with a new, more revealing set of loudspeakers.

Suddenly you were able to hear the leading edge of guitar notes, the decay in a piano solo and vibrancy in the mid-range, bringing vocals to life. Everything became more detailed and realistic. I well remember listening to Kraftwerk's Minimum Maximum through a FiiO X1 and being taken aback at the quality of sound compared to my iPod.

And the quality of headphones has also come on in leaps and bounds. If you've got a high-resolution digital audio player then the market for buying headphones to match has never been stronger or so wide-ranging.

For me, buying a pair of Noble K10s in-ears opened up a whole new sound experience from my new FiiO XS, revealing just how detailed and nuanced this player is.

In my mind this has been one of the biggest leaps forward in hi-fi in recent years – the advance of the digital audio player and the increasing quality of headphones to match.

But back to the original question: what will be the next big thing in hi-fi? Well, I can see the rise of the one box system such as the Naim Mu So 2 featured in this issue becoming the norm for many people, especially where space is limited in many of Britain's houses and flats.

However the future will not so much lie in the physical speakers or amplifiers but in the software that controls them. Imagine, if you can an amplifier that adapts automatically to correct over-processed highs and lows and tailors the sounds to suit your listening tastes. All done without any input from yourself. That might be anathema to many of us who believe hi-fi should just accurately reproduce the source material and eschew the likes of tone controls and digital signal processing, but not to a majority who are less finicky — less purist.

Many amplifiers – from the bargain end of the market to high-end models from the likes of Luxman – already include such features. They tailor individual tracks to the listener's individual tastes. Digital equalisation is with us and is something I can see becoming more widespread in future.

Apart from that it's hard to make predictions. Who would have forecast a decade ago that streaming would become the predominant form of consuming music in 2019? But it has and the big three providers – Apple Music, Tidal and Spotify – are all reporting significant growth in subscribers.

One thing I can see, though, is that all three may not survive unless Apple has its huge cash pile behind it so will plough on regardless, Spotify has only just moved into profit whereas Tidal – despite providing probably the best service out there in terms of quality and ease of use – is still struggling in terms of revenue.

So, as to my friend's question about the next big thing in hi-fi, well, we'll just have to wait and see! No one could have predicted the re-birth of the LP, streaming faces a future similarly impossible to predict.
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"Retailers have a legal obligation (the WEEE Directive) to recycle products"

The Royal Society of Chemistry estimates that as many as 40 million pieces of obsolete technology – among them laptops, phones, digital cameras, personal music-players and tablets – could be squirreled away in UK homes. We're encouraged by marketing – or, through the planned-obsolescence strategies of the corporate giants, forced – to buy the latest, yet we are reluctant to give up what they replace. Obsolete gadgets collect in drawers or gather dust on top of cupboards. As for my own hoard, don't ask...

Part of the explanation is a matter of security; not so long ago, the media spelt out scare-stories of personal data including bank records being retrieved from PC hard-drives that had ended up in Africa. Hang onto hardware and there's no danger of that happening, right?

Other reasons are that you may want to retain devices that cost small fortunes and may once again become useful. With DCCs (as featured in Oldie World), Minidiscs, 8mm/DV camcorders, VHS VCRs and cameras reliant on tape, throw away the hardware and you can forget about playing the associated media in future!

Optical drives are fast-disappearing from our tech, and with them the ability to play or ‘rip’ CDs and DVDs. Long ago, most said goodbye to their open-reel tape machines and VCRs that used tape formats. You'll have to scour eBay, or take your media to a third party able to retrieve the content and migrate it to whatever media's currently in vogue.

So why is the Royal Society of Chemistry taking such an interest in our tech-consumption habits? It's worried about rare elements running out thanks to mankind's insatiable thirst for gadgets. An example is indium, a soft silvery-white metal used in the manufacture of touch-screens of the sort that grace phones, tablets and the very latest high-tech hi-fi. In order to extract a few milligrams of indium, you need a kilogram of the ore that contains it. Yields of indium are declining, and there wasn't an awful lot to start with. Most of the reserves are in British Columbia.

Precious elements used in tech come from regions that are somewhat less-stable politically. Much of the world's tantalum, for instance, comes from coltan mined in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Some materials are concentrated in the vast land-mass of China, currently engaged in trade-war with the US.

The Royal Society of Chemistry wants us to 'recycle' our gadgets. When you upgrade your phone, give the old one to whoever is selling you its replacement. Retailers have a legal obligation (the WEEE Directive) to recycle the device – which means sending it to a firm that can extract the precious metals. Some dumps sit aside better-quality items for resale, the rest goes into a grades destined for processing by facilities set up to deal with WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment). Landfill is not an option, and reuse must always be prioritised over recycling.

Currys PC World is currently pushing a laptop trade-in scheme. I asked what becomes of the hardware that's brought in. Is it put 'out of use' to facilitate growth' at the expense of the environment? "During the financial year 2018/19" I was told, "89% of devices traded-in were reused as complete units". They are apparently passed on to "reuse charities" and other worthy causes. Part of the refurbishment process involves performing a "data-wipe". Other units are used for spares, and the rest goes off for metal extraction.

But there's still far more that industry – and ourselves – could do. Do we really need to replace kit so frequently? We should pressure manufacturers to design their products for upgradability – and repairability. An expensive Microsoft Surface tablet that came my way recently was rendered useless by a faulty Power button (a known fault that nevertheless persisted through multiple generations of the device). The lack of visible screws necessitated the careful use of a heat gun for disassembly. Only then did I find large quantities of screws that would allow disassembly. Asked to explain this, Microsoft declined to comment.

You often see microwave ovens and inovite printers left for dustmen to collect. The fault with the former can be a turntable motor that has given up the ghost – if there's actually a fault at all; sometimes such products are discarded simply working for something newer. Printers priced cheaply because manufacturers make money out of the patent-protected consumables you'll use over its lifetime, can fail due to a belt or motor that are simple to repair.

Hi-fi is thankfully a lot more sensible. Gear tends to be cherished, and when not any more passed on or sold. So be aware of WEEE and of what the Royal Society of Chemistry has to say about all this. We all need to put effort into trying to reuse or usefully re-cycle our discarded electronic products. It's a pity that at present how to do so isn't obvious or easy.
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"Are we all that lazy and incapable to hit a proper mains switch?

As I go through the range of equipment that arrives at the workshop I have to say that sometimes it looks like the rest of the world – and certainly the manufacturing industry – is against me! So much silly design and build of things, it is hard to decide if there was any intention of making any of this stuff last more than a few years – and certainly no green credentials. Are hi-fi products getting better?

I know its old, but if someone from Denon could tell me why you would make the TU260 tuner so that it has its transformer permanently connected to the mains, so it is drawing current all the time and eventually goes open circuit. I would like to know. Fortunately the transformer used in some Denon CD players, whose lasers are no longer available as spares, are perfect replacements.

But hey, TU260 tuners have been around for 20 years so I guess my unit in for repair has lasted pretty well. All the same, I wonder how many Watts of power have been used in just the TU260 when not turned on? How many are still powered across the world drawing about 8 Watts each! If they sold 150,000 of them across the world that could be 1,200,000 watts.

Not exactly saving the planet are we? Perhaps it is good they are now antiques even if they are nice sounding radios! The Sony CDP 790 CD is the same.

If a product must draw power all the time in stand-by mode you then need far more complex switching to turn the main circuits on and off. Downstream from the mains transformer, switching multiple DC lines means transistors and IC control systems that all draw current when in reality they are unnecessary without stand-by.

Likewise all those AV amps that have stand-by switching on the mains have a 15-20VA transformer permanently attached just so we can use a remote control to turn them on.

There are now vast numbers of products that makers tell us draw less than 2 watts in stand-by – but why do we need stand-by? Even if you use a remote to turn a player on, you can’t get it to physically find the silver disk you want to play, open its case, prise it off the spigot then load it – so why do we need to have the horrible stand-by process in these things? We are going to have to get up close to the machine to put in the disc so are we all that lazy and incapable to hit a proper mains switch beforehand?

Over the years the availability of mains switches, that you would assume is a staple part for any repair process, has waned. Finding a push/push mains switch, with a safe current rating of say 5 Amps, a component everything during the 50s to the late 80s would have had, is now becoming difficult. Where there were 20 plus different designs, with additional contacts to do magic additional things at start up, or shaped to fit specific cabinets, there are now 3 designs (or so) – all much the same and all difficult to fit to some equipment.

A Musical Fidelity A 100 amplifier is a typical example where a new switch to maintain the look and function of the amp is crucial. Good job my spares bucket had a few!

Greenness is not a major concern when the average current demand in stand-by is very low. I have seen today’s equipment quoted at 0.2 Watts, just enough to light an LED. In the EU, products must these days consume less than 1 Watt in stand-by and this is sufficient. Hence all the TVs and hi-fi’s that do exactly the same thing, sitting there with the little lights showing just waiting for that remote command.

However, the mains switch is very important. Large amounts of modern equipment use switching power supplies, all of which must have a mains filters built into them. These filters are capacitors and inductors connected to the mains and I wouldn’t expect them to last long even though they are designed to fail safe. They are constantly connected and thus are filtering dirt from the mains 24/7. So when you get up in the morning and find your TV that you put into stand-by last night, is now dead and cannot be switched on either from the front panel or the remote, it may well be that the internal fuse has blown because the filter capacitors went bang because of some sort of power surge during the night. Likewise, all those other stand-by only devices are equally vulnerable just because they are doing their job all the time whilst permanently connected to the mains.

All those tiny dribbles of current consumed by stand-by systems add up. All that capacitance of all those filters add up too, as does all the electrical noise all this equipment makes. It is quite remarkable that the national grid can still be remote switched via signals through the power cables with all that rubbish we put into it. It is therefore something of a surprise that we can have hi-fi that is generally immune to the rubbish modern equipment sends into the mains. Or perhaps it isn’t immune, explaining why mains filtering is needed. One way or another, the good old-fashioned mains switch that truly disconnects a product has a lot going for it; drawing current all the time from the mains, just so we don’t have to get up and walk across the lounge to press a button, is a bad idea!
Navigating the A11

Martin Pipe finds his way around the well equipped, budget Rotel A11 amplifier.

We may feature all manner of tasty exotica in these pages, but it’s the affordable stuff that sells by the container load. Rotel’s new A11, an integrated amp that can be yours for £450 or so, is in the latter category. Yet despite its modest asking price, the slim and functionally-designed A11 has – amongst other things – apt-X Bluetooth, an MM phono stage, remote-control, a Class AB output stage claimed to deliver 50 watts per channel, headphone socket and independently-selectable provision for up to two pairs of speakers.

Our particular A11 was finished in a retro-70s silver, but an identically-priced black version is also available. Rotel also makes a matching CD player, the CD11, and a very pretty pair they make.

The A11’s fascia is dominated by a large LCD panel that indicates volume level, selected source and menu-related information. A row of push buttons under the display select the desired source. As well as Bluetooth and Phono, there are three line-level sources. Two further buttons engage or disengage the speakers – typically when headphone listening, using the adjacent 3.5mm socket.

Menus tweak the bypassable bass and treble tone controls, make available two ‘loudness-type’ bass-boost modes, modify the stereo balance, limit the volume, adjust display brightness to reflect your listening conditions and allow the sensitivity of each input to be altered so that you won’t be troubled by any
obvious ‘jumps’ in sound level when changing between them. The All will switch into standby ten minutes after the disappearance of a source signal.

Modest it may be, but its (regulated) low-impedance power supply incorporates a custom-designed toroidal power transformer and slit-foil electrolytic capacitors that have been made especially for Rotel. There are metal-film resistors and polystyrene or polypropylene capacitors, built onto symmetrically-designed circuit boards; doing so, reckons Rotel “ensures that the precise timing of the music is maintained and faithfully-recreated”.

SOUND QUALITY
I tried the All with a two sets of speakers - Acoustic Energy AE109 floor-standers, and the little Triangle Esprit Titus EIs I reviewed last month. Sources were a Valhalla-era Linn LP12/Basik Plus/Ortofon 540 MkII, and a Cambridge CXN V2 streamer.

With Bluetooth I pressed into service my Google Pixel 3a smartphone and was given reasonable insight into the music. However, some nuances were glossed over - and a slight roughness was evident on occasions – the dominant synth riff of Ashra’s New Age of Earth track Sunrain, for example.

Losslessly-compressed music, also played via the CXN, was a better judge of the All’s potential. And with percussively-driven material – notably Kraftwerk’s Tour de France Soundtracks, and Can’t Rely on You from the Paloma Faith album A Perfect Contradiction, there was plenty of rhythmic immediacy and
The Cadenza Series of high-end Moving Coil (MC) cartridges allow you to get the most from your vinyl records. By carefully implementing cobalt-iron pole pieces, using new improved winding processes on the armature, and employing an extruded aluminium housing - amongst other changes - the Cadenza Series is able to out-perform all those that came before it.

The name Cadenza comes from the Italian word for cadence, which refers to a soloist during an orchestra performance where they play alone in an elaborate manner. It therefore seemed fitting that such a capable and nuanced cartridge series should use the same name.

Like other modern ranges, the Cadenza Series is structured in Ortofon’s preferred colour-tier nomenclature; so there are Red, Blue, Bronze, and Black variants available to suit varying budgets and tastes.

**Red**
This MC cartridge and introduction to the series features a Nude Fine Line stylus which delivers open, dynamic sound with a touch of warmth.

**Blue**
Featuring much greater dynamics and resolution, the sound is more open and reproduces more accurate details thanks to the Nude FG 70 stylus.

**Bronze**
A step up in the range, this cartridge boasts a Replicant 100 stylus to produce stereo imaging capabilities that illuminate the farthest corners of the soundstage.

**Black**
Flagship of the range, the Cadenza Black is simply the best and features a Nude Shibata stylus which guarantees amazing tonal neutrality, dynamics and purity of sound.
The infra-red remote is comprehensive and does the job. It will also control other Rotel products, such as the matching CD11 disc-spinner. The rear panel points to further possibilities that are unusual for a £450 amp - a RS232 control port, infra-red sensor input and 12-volt triggers for other gear. This sort of thing tends to appeal to the high-end custom-install market.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

The Rotel A11 delivered 78 Watts into 8 Ohms and 90 Watts into 4 Ohms so it has enough power to go loud. Ideally power should double into 4 Ohms; internal power supply will restrain 4 Ohm power here. Output impedance measured a low 0.12 Ohms, giving a high damping factor of 69.

Distortion levels were low in the midband (1kHz), measuring 0.01%. At high frequencies (10kHz) the rise was small, reaching just 0.04% into 4 Ohms, our analysis showing just second harmonic, making the A11 effectively free of classic crossover distortion and the slight sonic grain that arises from it.

Input sensitivity was high, just 220mV needed from external sources for full output. There are no balanced XLR inputs.

The phono stage was also sensitive, needing just 2.6mV for full output to be delivered, where 4mV or so is common. Overload, at 52mV, was well above the 30mV that a high output MM cartridge can deliver, so plenty of leeway here. Noise was low at -76dB and frequency response flat from 18Hz to 20kHz. Below 18Hz a warp filter rolls down gain fast, output measuring -10dB at 5Hz – sufficient to suppress loudspeaker cone flap from warped LPs.

Rotel have engineered a distortion free budget amplifier here with fine measured performance all round. NK

**POWER (8 Ohms)**

78 Watts

**CD/tuner/aux.**

Frequency response (-1dB)

7Hz-80kHz

Separation 88dB

Noise (IEC A wtd) -97dB

Distortion (10kHz, 1W, 4Ω) 0.04%

Sensitivity 220mV

Damping factor 69

**CONCLUSION**

It may have a few minor weaknesses, but the Rotel A11 is a compelling performer given the asking price. Under normal listening conditions, it is a more musical amplifier than one has any right to expect at this level its basic design and spread of features have been carefully-tailored for the user on a tight budget. After all, we look upon features like Bluetooth and a basic phono stage - both of which are executed well here – as essentials nowadays.

**REVIEW**

Four line-level inputs, plus an input for MM cartridges, complete with earthing post, and a pre-amp output. The latter, which are affected by volume/balance and tone controls, are for bi-amping or active speakers. You can also see here the remote connections, Bluetooth aerial and the two sets of independently switchable speaker outputs.

Four line-level inputs, plus an input for MM cartridges, complete with earthing post, and a pre-amp output. The latter, which are affected by volume/balance and tone controls, are for bi-amping or active speakers. You can also see here the remote connections, Bluetooth aerial and the two sets of independently switchable speaker outputs.

**ROTTEL A11 ROTEL A11 £450 OUTSTANDING - amongst the best.**

**VALUE** - keenly priced.

**VERDICT**

The A11 is a good no-nonsense integrated. As Rotel say: “Simply plug in and enjoy”. Value - Excellent

**FOR**

- engaging and musical
- attractive yet practical design
- everything the budget-minded music lover will need

**AGAINST**

- lack of bass weight and treble softness on occasions
- can’t use the integral DAC with other sources
- no provision for tape

Rotel +44 (0)1903 221710 www.rotel.com
All cables obey the Laws of Physics. Some just sound infinitely better.

Bespoke high end audio cables hand made in the U.K
www.BlackRhodium.co.uk
Pow Wow!

Jon Myles tries out the new POW Mo Bluetooth loudspeaker – and likes what he hears.

It looks unusual, it is different and certainly something new – but the POW Mo pocket-sized loudspeaker is certainly worth taking notice of for many reasons.

Bluetooth enabled, it measures a rather svete 11.11 cm by 6.35 cm by 2.38 cm (L/W/H). That, though, is in its collapsed form.

Take it out of the box and you are able to expand it upwards to give an extra bass boost. Basically it will sit on the back of a mobile phone or will be just as happy on a table-top or bookshelf.

Additionally on the back are holders for credit and debit cards or whatever else will fit.

The magnetic back means it can be placed anywhere you want - I tried it on a hi-fi stand, a fridge and even a metal pole. There are two mid-range/bass drivers inside which work in tandem. Keep the unit closed and they keep bass down. Expand it and it sounds – well – much more expansive! Bass gets deeper and the sound more weighty.

It comes with a universal mount (for both Apple and Android ‘phones) as well as a USB-C charging cable and a basic guide.

To get the full sound you need to hold the POW Mo firmly in one hand by its base then use your other hand to pop out one side first and then pop out the other side. It sounds a little complicated but after a few tries I got used to this little process.

The POW Mo is very well built. There’s a pleasing solidity to it and a sense of purposefulness despite its small dimensions.

**SOUND QUALITY**

Given its dimensions I wasn’t expecting too much from the POW Mo but it came over as refined and enjoyable.

On Bruce Springsteen’s ‘Thunder Road’ the harmonica came with real presence with the unit attached to my iPhone. That was with it unexpanded. Placed on a fridge with the device expanded there was even more oomph to the sound, since placing a loudspeaker like this against a flat surface strengthens lows and bass. I couldn’t help but be impressed by the low-end power on tap. Bass doesn’t go as deep as you might wish but it is quite accurate and doesn’t dominate.

So mounted, playing James Blake’s ‘Limit To Your Love’ there was the sense of a wide soundstage and good scale to the sound.

Perfect! Absolutely not but for its price and size this is one lovely piece of kit. I used it on my daily commute, at home and even at a friend’s house and never failed to be impressed by its ability.

**CONCLUSION**

The POW Mo might look a bit gimmicky at first – but don’t be fooled. It is a good portable loudspeaker that pays dividends with a mobile ‘phone. Pocketable, easy to use and good sounding. There’s really nothing to fault it.

—

POW AUDIO MO
£100

**OUTSTANDING** - amongst the best

**VALUE** - keenly priced

**VERDICT**
A very clever little ‘speaker that delivers in terms of sound and convenience. Very hard to fault.

**FOR**
- sound
- convenience
- compact nature

**AGAINST**
- nothing at the price

POW Audio Inc
+44 (0) 118 309 4050
www.powaudio.com
Choose the Best Tonearm

Origin Live Arm Features:

- **Highly developed Low friction bearings** to enable your cartridge to function at its best.
- **Energy Absorbing Components** to dissipate unwanted vibrations which affect cartridge performance.
- **Superior Rigid Materials** to give your music outstanding dynamics.
- **Trustworthy Design**: Origin Live has been developing leading Hi Fi equipment since 1986. We pride ourselves in innovative designs, and clients often tell us even the lower arms in our range massively outperform brands costing considerably more.

Put an arm of your choice to the test with a 3 week money back guarantee should you be anything but delighted.

“The best tonearm I’ve heard”  - Hi Fi World
“The most addictive product I’ve heard” - Audio 10 (USA)
“For me Origin Live in the analogue sector is the discovery of the year!...” - Image Hi Fi (Germany)
“The biggest improvement I’ve made in 25 years of listening to music and lots of exchanges of hi-fi stuff!! ...breathtaking, big new level.” - Ferdinand Borchert

Best Sound at the Show Award - Klangbilder Show (Austria)
Tonearm of the Year Award - The Absolute Sound (USA)

Email: originlive@originlive.com  |  Website: www.originlive.com  |  Phone: +44(0)2380 578877

KirmussAudio
KA-RC-1 Ultrasonic Record Restoration System
www.KirmussAudio.net
Email: sales@kirmussaudio.net  |  Telephone: +44 (0)1929 794411

Three years of design and engineering have brought this award winning record restoration system to the industry. Professors, Engineers, Designers and Audio Professionals are astounded by what we are achieving. At an affordable price.
Safely removes fungus, mould, soap and chemicals left by other cleaning products and systems.
We have proved that we don’t just clean - We Restore
Safely Restores Vinyl, Shellac and Glass Records. 2 x 12”, 1 x 10”, 1 x 7” Simultaneously.
Available now in Europe.
Visit our Website for more Information, Videos and details of where next we will be demonstrating.

The KA-RC-1 not only removes troublesome noise efficiently, to give new life to your vinyl, it also provides a level of sonic transparency that is truly astounding. Once you hear the effects yourself, you’ll realise that you’ve never actually heard your record collection. Not properly. As such, I have to declare that the KA-RC-1 is the best record cleaner on the market. Bar none. - Paul Rigby - Hi-Fi World - Jan 2018
Mains man

A budget mains cable grabs Martin Pipe's attention.

Hard to believe, but the well-received MCRU No. 7 IEC mains cable has been with us for a few years now. Fitted with silver-plated Furutek connectors at either end – a FI-UK 13-amp mains plug, and a FI-11 IEC C13 type at the other – it performs well, as you might expect from a mains cable that sells for £360 in its cheapest (0.7m) form.

But what's this? A more affordable 'entry level' model - £65, in 0.7m guise - has just been introduced. Confusingly, it also happens to be sold as a "MCRU No. 7 IEC mains power lead". MCRU needs to sort this out!

This less expensive No. 7, supplied to us in 1.2m (£85) form, is the product featured here. It is equipped with a MS-32B "HD Power copper" UK mains plug and - at its other end - a 'cryo-treated' Furutek FI-15 IEC C13 connector. It may be described as 'copper', but the pins of the review sample's chunky MS mains plug are plated with an undisclosed silvery metal. As MCRU put it "silver is the best conductor of electricity known to man...copper comes second". It's fitted with a MCRU "gold-plated audiophile" 13A fuse, and has an external clamp to accommodate the large-diameter cables associated with hi-fi applications.

As regards the FI-15 CU line socket, this robust item is a lot more 'military' in appearance than that fitted to the more expensive No. 7 model. It incorporates what MCRU calls a "floating field damper system". Linking the two together is mains cable with silver-plated copper conductors "encased in a silicone elastomer". Its outer jacket is surrounded with "acoustic braiding...to reduce resonances". Internal inspection reveals a high standard of construction, and that ferrites – which can reduce RFI – have been fitted to all three conductors at either end of the cable.

In material terms, then, MCRU gives you a lot of cable for your cash - its invitation to "cut out the middleman, and deal direct with the cable maker" may well have some merit! As well as 1.2m, the manufacturer can also supply 0.7m (£65), 1.7m (£105), 2.2m (£125), 2.7m (£145), 3.2m (£165), 3.7m (£185), 4.2m (£205) and 4.9m (£225) versions. MCRU claim that in all cases the "new price to performance ratio will be difficult to beat...the new No.7 mains power lead offers startling performance for modest cost".

**SOUND QUALITY**
And if my experiences with a Cambridge CXN v7 streamer feeding a Chord Hugo TT DAC, Arcam A49 integrated amplifier and Quadrilateral Aurum Wotan VIII floorstanders are anything to go by, MCRU need not fear an unexpected visit from Trading Standards officials. Most obviously, the noise floor seemed to have dropped. This was particularly noticeable with hi-res music - with an inky-black silence between tracks, and low-level subtleties more apparent.

In order to achieve a meaningful comparison, direct connection to a mains outlet was made. I found that the No. 7 yielded the greatest improvement - relative to a bog-standard computer-type IEC mains cable - when used with the amp (the DAC has an internal battery supply, charged by a wall-wart, so I couldn't try that). I also noted benefits in terms of dynamics, and more fulsome basslines.

**CONCLUSION**
The 'affordable' No. 7 IEC is a credit to MCRU - it offers quite astonishing value for money. You no longer have an excuse not to replace the cheap IEC cables that were bundled with your equipment...and reap the rewards!
Clever Cowon

It’s small but potent. Jon Myles takes Cowon’s iAudio digital audio player out on the road.

High-resolution digital audio players (DAPs) are shrinking in size nowadays. Take the new iAudio Hi-Fi, priced just £100 from Korean manufacturer Cowon.

To say it’s small would be an understatement. It measures just 43mm x 95mm x 8.9mm (W/H/D) and weighs a meagre 40gms.

But it packs a lot into that small form factor. Included is 64GB of memory, a 2-inch capacitive LCD touch screen and support for almost all file formats – going up to 24bit/192kHz and including native DSD, ALAC, WAV, FLAC etc via its Cirrus Logic CS43131 digital-to-audio converter that also handles the headphone output.

Compared to something like an Astell&Kern or a FiIO player it’s like having a Mini compared to a Bentley Continental! But, that actually makes it ideal for the daily commute as it takes up little space and you hardly know it’s there.

On the bottom is the 3.5mm earphone jack plus a USB port for transferring music, while side buttons include power on and off, volume and the ability to slide back and forward between tracks.

Oh, and there’s also a voice recorder plus a radio function which takes some beating in something so small.

To charge the Cowon takes around 1 hour 40 minutes for its in-built lithium-ion battery from which it ran – for me – three days without any problems.

The compact size, though, is useful for those of us who don’t want to carry around big players. It took me a couple of days to get used to the small-sized buttons but once I became familiarised everything was natural and intuitive.

The display screen, while small, is also well-lit – text and graphics easy to read. Album artwork shows up well and track listings are clear and legible. There’s also a function to make playlists.

Included in the package is Cowon’s proprietary JetEffect and BBE software that in effect work like tone controls if you choose to use them.

JetEffect is impressive in boosting bass on hard-driving tracks that need a little enhancement through cheaper in-ear headphones.

That said, with quality monitors like the Noble K10s – my earphones of choice – I preferred turning the sound processing off.

The Cowon’s album art screen is small but well defined, colours showing up clearly.

However, it’s good to have this option for how you like to listen and what part of the sonic register is most important to you. I’d definitely recommend experimenting with it – if it works for you fine, if it doesn’t then just ignore it.

Sound quality

Loading up the iAudio Hi-Fi with some of my favourite high-resolution tracks and plugging in the Noble K10s proved its sound has a pleasing and well-balanced quality.

Like most other Cowon players I have listened to, it does not exaggerate either the low-end or the top-end. Instead, it is smooth and steady. Tommy Smith’s detailed ‘Sound Of The Insects’ came over with excellent balance on his saxophone. Not just nuanced but also hitting the mark in terms of timing. The drumming and little chiming details behind the track were also excellent.

On the solo that forms the centre of the piece, Smith’s notes soared – taking the track away...
The underside of the Cowon has a 3.5mm headphone socket, plus a USB socket for importing tracks and charging.

from my head and into a different landscape altogether.

The only thing I missed was a little detail from the Cirrus Logic chip. The likes of the ESS Sabre32 DACs drag more from high-resolution digital — but of course they cost more.

When switching to a pair of Bang & Olufsen Beoplay H3 in-ear headphones the differences were not so obvious. Listening to Amy Winehouse’s ‘I Don’t Want To Go To Rehab’ the two sets of headphones sounded similar: Both are excellent but the Cowon didn’t have the resolution to bring out the difference in their sound. The Nobles are crystal clear, the B&Os have a beefier sound.

But that’s not to play down the abilities of this new Cowon. It does what it does very well indeed and in a shape and at a price that will appeal to many people.

One thing I did find annoying is that once pocketed the Cowon is a bit hard to control with my fat fingers — the side buttons being very small. If you are deft, this may not be a problem — it’s horses for courses in this regard.

Sound-wise, though, the Cowon’s small iAudio certainly hits the mark. It packs a lot of technology into a small space to give a pleasing result.

**CONCLUSION**

Small, potent and powerful. If you want a digital audio player to fit easily into a pocket, handbag or briefcase then this Cowon is for you. Only problem! The buttons and screen are small, good eye sight and a deft touch are required.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

With a 192kHz sample rate WAV file frequency response measured flat to 83kHz, in Fast filter mode and Normal BBE JetEffect filter (i.e. filter off). Switching to slow filters made little difference.

Output measured 2V, oddly with volume limiting on or off, but this is plenty enough to go very loud with all headphones.

Distortion at full digital level (0dB) was a very low 0.0003%. At -60dB however distortion from the Cirrus Logic CS43131 DAC rose to 0.18%, just below that from CD (around 0.22%). As a result of this and some noise, EIAJ Dynamic Range was mediocre at 93dB, below that expected from CD (98dB).

The iAudio measured well enough for a small player of very low price, but it is slightly below CD quality. **NK**

Frequency response (-1dB)

- 4Hz - 82kHz

Distortion (-60dB) 0.18%

Separation (1kHz) 71dB

The small screen at top shows album artwork, artist and song titles, while below sit controls to move between tracks and files. Its compact form factor means it takes a while to get used to, but once mastered the interface is intuitive.

The song menu is easy to read, scrolling through various tracks simple.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COWON</th>
<th>IAUDIO</th>
<th>£109</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXCELLENT</td>
<td>extremely capable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALUE</td>
<td>keenly priced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERDICT</td>
<td>Excellent little DAP that is small but sounds refined.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR</td>
<td>- small size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- simple interface</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- touch screen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGAINST</td>
<td>- control buttons are fiddly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- plastic finish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advanced MP3 players

+44 (0)343 289 6880

www.advancedmp3players.co.uk
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MUNSTER
Three from the Spanish audiophile outfit (munster-records.com) includes Cumbias Con El Miramar (1965), a real dance affair with plenty of associated rhythms from Cuba.

For Los Shana’s El Remo De Los (1966), Think distorted garage rock, Loud Franc. Harsh cymbals. Mad surf guitars. All of that head-shaking craziness.

Late Barrientos Y Su Orquesta’s Very Very Well (1965) sporting a classic horn section, expect cumbia, porro, Cuban this, Puerto Rican that plus Mexican add on. Jolly. Fun. Dancey.

DARKTHRONE
The Norwegian black metal artist’s release ‘Old Star’ (peaceville.com) offers blistering noise but tremendous clarity with it. This music runs straight from A-Z, keeping the distance short. The message remains intelligible and definite yet powerful and driving. But remember, hair and mustachios, guys. Hair and mustachios.

CHARLY
Two from this classic UK label (www.charly.co.uk) include Surfin’ Bird, The Best of The Trashmen. A top rock’n’roll outfit, unfairly derided in some quarters, the band played excellent surf-guitar tracks. You can hear the story here.

Also check out Soul Shack: Time & Place, a collection of rare funky soul tracks from Francine King, Eddie Bo, Little Buck and Ohio Players.

DEMON GOODIES
New releases from UK audiophile outfit (www.demonmusicgroup.co.uk), Demon includes Jimmy Somerville’s third solo album, ‘Manage the Damage’ (1999), reissued on (white) vinyl for the first time.

The 2000 issue of The Bluetones’ ‘Science & Nature’ was supposed to signify a change in direction for the band but ended up sounding like every other Bluetones LP you’ve ever heard. Great for fans, released on translucent vinyl.


Also look out for three ‘Gold’ best-of packages from Jackie Wilson, Belinda Carlisle (2LP) and the mighty Mungo Jerry. All are pressed on gold coloured vinyl.
**BANDCAMP BEAUTIES**

Singer-songwriter, Lillie Mae's 'Other Girls' (lilliemae.bandcamp.com) takes a country-nasal, melodic delivery with dirt-track, small-town weirdness. As if Mae doesn't wear shoes, have a change of cloth for your mid-floors.

The Diamond Street Players' debut, self-titled album (diamondstreetplayers.bandcamp.com) combines soul and jazz with bits of Hammond-infused funk. Light – fun – party time.

Mungo's Hi Fi x Eva Lazarus 'More Nyah' (mungoshifi.bandcamp.com/album/more-nyah) takes ska, dub and occasion-reggae beats to modern soul and tapping flavours to offer a melange of old and new styles. A lesson in hip-grooving.

'Kingra' from Afenginn (aka Kim Rafael! Njong, afenginn.bandcamp.com). Described as a chamber pop symphony in four movements, the music provides ambience, classical structures and an underlying meditative balm.

Alice Hubble's 'Polarlichter' (happyrobotsrecords.bandcamp.com) has that early-eighties minimal synth thing. Retro, rhythmic and deliberate. She thinks before every key of her synth is pressed.

---

**JACKSON BROWNE**

Released back in 1977, Browne produced a sort-of on-the-road concept album called 'Running on Empty' – now reissued by Elektra/Asylum. Mostly covers and co-written pieces, his most commercial and successful LP. It was also fun, with infectious songs.

---

**...AND FINALLY**

Lettuce's 'Elevate' (roundhillmusic.com) the band's sixth studio album, combines jazz, funk and moody electronic beats for a sparkling, bouncy, sometimes thoughtful outing with plenty of variety.

Russian sax man, Nick Vintskevich's 'California Spirit' (floatingworldrecords.co.uk) spouts smooth jazz with harder sax edges. Throttle back, lean back, kick back. Music to drift by.

Austin Gold's self-titled mini album (six tracks) follows the 'Before Dark Clouds' (jigsaw) debut LP. Think FM radio and stadium AOR rock: Boston, Foreigner, Styx, Asia. Austin Gold.

William Clarke's 'Heavy Hittin West Coast Harp' (Bear Family, www.bear-family.com). Offering a fat, distorted harmonica tone, it's a raucous, bluesy/R&B-infused career retrospective to his death in 1995.

Singer-songwriter, Tal Wilkenfeld's 'Love Remains' (BMG) seems to have a spine. Strong in will as well as voice with a firm delivery, it is enhanced with frequent double tracked harmonies.

I Am The Morning's 'The Bell' (Kscope, kscope music.com) combines classical piano, ethereal vocals, rock and folkish elements. Often introspective with searching lyrics.

Finally, French electro-pop, feel-good outfit, Caravan Palace's 'Chronologic' (MVKA, www.caravanpalace.com). Despite the irritating template vocal styles and beats by algorithm...they've got something, is it the 60s TV theme arrangements? The playful constructions? The 70s disco effects? OK. You got me.
Simple Pleasure

A free-of-frills MM/MC phono stage reviewed by Noel Keywood

Charisma Audio’s Musiko phono stage I’m reviewing here is a not-inexpensive unit (£1500) you could quite easily pass by. It lacks arresting looks, lacks facilities and is functionally basic, but I’d say “best not to pass it by”.

The Musiko is a phono stage for turntables that offers moving coil (MC) and moving magnet (MM) cartridge compatibility in a simple package. It is minimalist to the point of not even having a power switch, so if you want to turn it off this must be done at the mains power point. And you will want to do this since we found that plugging in the 35V (very high) wall-wart power supply drove a big spark out of the rear power input socket that was a tad unnerving. The instructions do however warn that the two units must be connected together before power is switched on and they also suggest it is left powered up – hence no on-board power switch.

As a quick aside: high voltage allows big signal swings and guards against overload, whilst the spark shows heavy current draw from a big power supply, so the theatrics don’t necessarily count against it.

The case is a conventional pressed
chassis with folded cover arrangement, measuring 171mm wide, 290mm deep and 75mm high, powered from an external wall-wart switch-mode power supply rated at 36V, through a slim cable 1m long. There is one pair of phono socket inputs and one pair of outputs, plus the usual earth terminal. Weight is a reasonable 1.62kgm.

DIP switches for Left and Right channels are mounted on the rear and used to alter gain and input impedance to suit MM or MC cartridges. For MM there is standard 47kΩ load and 42dB (x126) gain, a bit above the usual x100 figure. For MC there are three gain values, quoted as 58dB, 61dB and 64dB – in effect low, normal and high. The 64dB value (x1585) where (60dB, x1000) is the usual value used for MC cartridges; there is good leeway to match just about any MC with the gain values provided.

The load values for MC are in fine steps from 117Ω to 1kΩ – satisfactory. Standard MC load is 100Ω, ten times the usual generator value of 10Ω. Some high output types are specified as needing a 300Ω load, so the Musiko covers MC load requirement well enough.

The unit is not grounded to mains earth so cannot form a hum loop; however, if both turntable and amplifier are grounded and connected together via the Musiko a ground loop and resultant hum is still possible. Missing from this preamplifier is a volume control allowing use with a power amplifier, balanced XLR outputs, capacitance selection for MM and a warp filter, which is why I said earlier it is pretty basic by current norms.

**SOUND QUALITY**

I paired the Musiko with our Timestep Evo modified Technics SL-1210MK2 Direct Drive turntable, with SME309 arm and Ortofon Cadenza Bronze MC cartridge. I also used an Audio Technica VM750SH MM cartridge. Amplifier was a Creek Evolution 100A feeding Martin Logan ESL-X hybrid electrostatic loudspeakers via Chord Company Signature Reference cables. The system was fed by an Isotek Evo Mosaic Banks of power supply capacitors and what look like high current voltage regulators populate the power board. Obviously, this is quite different to the norm.
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www.divineaudio.co.uk
07918 728860 tim@divineaudio.co.uk
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NAIM, LINN, REGA, ARCAM, B&W 800 SERIES, PMC, FOCAL,
DYNAVECTOR, KUDOS, VELODYNE, STAX, LYRA, OPPO,
TANGERINE AUDIO, TELLURIUM Q.

SEE AND HEAR THE VERY BEST

iBasso Audio
DX220
5.0 inch 1080P Sharp Full Screen/Dual EGR928/40/60 Cell Touch Panel/Octacore CPU/Android 8.1 OS/MQA/ XMOS USB-DAC/2GB/32GB/1TB Oscillators/Quick Charge/Replaceable AMP Card

Available to order from AMP3.
Hi-Fi World readers: 5% off all the DX220 using voucher code: HIPIDX220 at amp3.co.uk
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Genesis regenerated supply for clean mains free from distortion and noise, to avoid such outside influence.

Up to the point of listening, the Musiko failed to ring any bells in my head, but spinning True Love Will Never Fade, from Mark Knopfler on Kill to Get Crimson, I immediately sat up. Here was an expansive and full-bodied sound that was deep and natural. His guitar strings resonated with a rich metallic twang, no hint of sharpness but with beautifully extended harmonics. This is also the Cadenza Bronze sound, the Musiko teasing the best from it. I have heard apart our Icon Audio PS3 MM valve phono stage. And it struck me whilst listening that the Musiko is very valve-like: it has wonderful stage depth, gorgeous imaging, lacks the slight grain and haze of solid-state phono stages, and reveals the timbral richness of instruments.

But going back to Mr Knopfler (an audiophile) his LPs sound superb and my Tru Love Will Never Fade review test track was as good as I have ever heard it, except that there was subtle extra heft to the bass line behind this track, introduced by the Musiko’s equalisation. It was just below intrusive.

Hugh Masakela’s Uptownship from Hope, (180gm, Analogue Productions) hit me with a big, big sound where opening hand drum strikes were fast and hard, kick drum strikes had power and Masakela’s trumpet soared out centre stage with a timbral richness and feeling of body that took me aback. Transistors? NaN! But it was true there are no valves inside, I searched for them.

With Big Band Spectacular, from The Syd Lawrence Orchestra, String of Pearls from the direct-cut LP (Chasing the Dragon) was deliciously powerful: the band was enormous in front of me, arranged in a wide and deep sound stage that I could possibly fall into. Yet it all seemed easily natural, without enhancement horns had scale and power but also a rich brassy quality.

Marianne Thorsen’s wonderful bow work playing Mozart’s Violin Concerto No 4 often sounds a little light and bright from 2L’s 180gm LP of this piece, recorded digitally in DXD 384kHz. The Musiko picked out her exquisite playing, giving the instrument a fulsome, detailed sound, well separated from the Trombone却不 accompanying her. Again, a deep and wide sound stage with precise instrument separation made for an exciting listen. There was nothing here I could criticise – it was pure enjoyment.

CONCLUSION
Charisma Audio’s Musiko phono stage is, shall I say, disarmingly simple. It isn’t a very engaging product of its kind, in appearance or facilities. Not difficult to add a volume control or XLR balanced outputs at the price, which is high. All the same, my scepticism faded to a halt when I listened to it. No doubt the Musiko has superb sound quality, with a deep sound stage, a timbral richness to instruments, great ability to separate out all on the sound stage and a sense of low end warmth plus heft to bass that makes rivals sound challenged. It was worryingly good! The Musiko isn’t a product that will appeal by most metrics, but it is well worth hearing. I enjoyed it immensely.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Frequency response of the Musiko was characterised by bass lift below 40Hz, our response analysis shows, at all gains up to the highest. A lift of +3dB around 20Hz with MM and +2dB with MC is sufficient to add obviously stronger bass than is common, but it also lifts gain all the way down to 3Hz, making loudspeaker cone flap from disc warps a potential issue. There is no warp filtering of any sort, optional or integral.

Gain values were approximately as quoted, a high x140 (43dB) for MM and up to x1186 (62dB) for MC – a sufficiently wide range to cope with all cartridges. Running from a high voltage supply (36V) the Musiko also has a high output swing of 11.8V and correspondingly high input overload values of 84mV with MM down to 9mV with MC at full gain (62dB).

Measuring 0.34µV, equivalent input noise (IEC A wtd) was higher than the lowest value possible (0.1µV) and 3-4dB above most else, so this is not a low noise design. However, in use hiss was not obvious so high LF gain may account for the high noise value.

Measurement shows the Musiko has raised bass output, plus high subsonic gain and no warp filter, so cone flap caused by warped LPs may arise. Otherwise it is accurate, has a broad gain range and high overload levels. NK

PHONO (MM/MC)
Frequency response (-1dB)
40Hz-20kHz
Distortion (1kHz, 5mV in) 0.03%
Separation (1kHz) 88dB
Noise (IEC A, e.l.m.) 0.34µV
Gain (MM, MC) x140=x1186
42-62dB
Overload 11.8V out

CHARISMA AUDIO
MUSIKO PHONO STAGE £1500
EXCELLENT - extremely capable.
VERDICT
Simple MM / MC phono stage with great sound, frill-free but expensive.
FOR
- sound quality
- no hum or noise
AGAINST
- no volume control
- no balanced output
Elite Audio
+ 44 (0)208 836 3524
www.elfiaudiouk.com
Criterion Audio is a premium hi-fi dealer in Cambridge. From vinyl and valves to the latest in streaming and headphones, we can help you find the perfect audio system to suit your budget and needs. Call us on 01223 237370 to arrange a demo.

Criterion House, Oakington Road, Cambridge CB3 0QH
www.criterionaudio.com info@criterionaudio.com
Get enabled!

Martin Pipe discovers a cheap but effective upgrade from Origin Live.

But of an unusual one, this. I can always remember being told to bolt my cartridge firmly to the headshell for the best possible performance... but Southampton-based turntable manufacturer Origin Live thinks that isolating the two, as far as practicality allows, with a gasket will give audibility-superior results when listening to vinyl. They compare cartridge isolation to "the suspension of a car travelling down a road full of pot holes". How so? "Resonant jagged edges which jar and detract from the performance are removed", giving a "sense of increased ease and vibrancy to the music". To this end Origin Live now sells a £19 'Cartridge Enabler' kit to help you affordably-experiment with isolation.

The core element of the Cartridge Enabler is a thin sheet of specially-cut synthetic cork-like material (the exact composition of which is not disclosed) that is fitted between the cartridge and headshell. It can only be fitted one way round, the worst 'TOP' helpfully being embossed onto one surface. Also in the kit are six washers - three made of a 'black soft' material, and three nylon. You fit these under the heads of your existing screws in a 'sandwich', the black washer mating with the surface of the headshell.

Under most circumstances you'll only need two of each sort of washer - the others can be considered as 'spares'. Origin won't supply individual replacements they are "not essential", apparently making only "slight" contributions to the sound. So there's probably no great problem if the top surface of your headshell has recesses machined into it and in the rare case where three bolts are used to secure your cartridge an additional hole can be pierced in the enabler.

Once the Enabler is in position and everything has been reassembled, the bolts should be tightened so that they - in Origin's words - just start to 'bite'. By tightening one bolt more than the other, the Enabler is 'squeezed' on one side and the cartridge will be tilted ever so slightly. That way, azimuth errors can be compensated for so that the cartridge is parallel to the record surface - as it should be.

**PERFORMANCE**

I tried the Cartridge Enabler with two very different turntables - a Valhalla-era Linn LP 12/Basik Plus/Ortofon S40 Mk1 and a Technics SL-1200 Mk3 with Audio Technica AT440MLB fitted to an AOC magnesium headshell. The tables were connected via a Pro-Ject Phono Box S2 Ultra to an Arcam A49 integrated amplifier driving Quadral Aurum Wotan VII speakers. So what difference did this modest little accessory make? In both cases, a firmer and more solid soundstage was noticed with a variety of LP material - notably Vivaldi's Concerto in C for Bassoon and Strings (English Chamber Orchestra/Daniel Smith/Philip Ledger, ASV Digital). Smith's bassoon benefited from the tweak, its texture being made a tad more distinctive.

The bass line that dominates the second half of Fleetwood Mac's The Chain (Rumours) was conveyed with extra depth and 'punch', while the dobro that kicks off this song emerges with finesse and can still be heard clearly even as the complexity builds. You're drawn further into the atmosphere of Dire Straits' Private Investigations (Love Over Gold). Mark Knopfler's guitar work seeming fresher and more vital than it did previously. Only playable by my 45rpm-capable Technics was a 12in single of Freeez's Southern Freeez. Here, the percussion and rhythm guitar were - amongst other elements - better-communicated than was previously the case.

**CONCLUSION**

The Cartridge Enabler is probably one of the most affordable upgrades any vinyl fan can make - in some respects, it's as if your cartridge has been replaced by a more upmarket model. On the whole, I felt that the Linn deck made more from its presence; although the Technics definitely sounded better with the Enabler, the 'leap' was more evident when records were being played on my LP 2. I would never have imagined that a tiny piece of material could - albeit placed in a critical position - make so much difference.
SOUND-SYSTEMS
London Linn & naim Specialist
CALL SALES: (020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321
- 248 Lee High Road, London, SE13 SPL
Web: www.billyvee.co.uk  email: sales@billyvee.co.uk  Full delivery and installation services.
T-LINE Full Linn Uniti & Classic series available
Full Linn DS range on demonstration
Trade in your CD Player & claim up to £1000 against a new digital Streaming player
- offering you easier access to your music and better sound quality
Please call in or visit billyvee.co.uk for full details of this and other great new performance enhancing promotions
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Wilco-Pedia

Billed as 'A comprehensive guide to America's best band' Paul Rigby reviews a book on Wilco.

Daniel Cook Johnson
Author: Jawbone
Price: £14.95

Johnson targets the experimental pop outfit, Wilco and serves the fan over 320 pages. And he's pretty thorough too. After a brief introduction we’re off, into a completely different band – Wilco's historical past, before the Wilco was Wilco and when Jeff Tweedy was part of an earlier group, and alt-country outfit called Uncle Tupelo.

Johnson looks at a highly selective array of Uncle Tupelo songs involving Tweedy as a creator. Hence, on the 1990 Uncle Tupelo album, 'No Depression', that means a single track, two from the LP 'Still Feel Gone' (1991), two from 'March 16-20, 1992' and from 1993's 'Anodyne'.

Five tracks. I have an issue with this as the selection appears a little haphazard. In my opinion, Johnson should have gone through each and every track on all the Uncle Tupelo albums. Firstly, because I've seen conflicting song-writing credits which suggest that Tweedy had a greater part in the songs not featured here and, even if Tweedy's direct input was not impacted by a credit note, he was there, he was present in the life of the band members. He had an influence by just standing there, by talking with the other guys, going for a beer with them, sharing his hopes and dreams with them. He had a hand in those songs, don't try and tell me otherwise. So they should all have been covered.

Next is a band biography A series of mini profiles on each band member. I'm not after a 300 page biography on each but I think each person deserved more than half a page to two pages each. Even main man Jeff Tweedy gets around three. Not enough. This area really does feel like a Wiki entry. Despite the fun title, I expected more. More research, more insight, new revelations. More.

There's no excuses here. Don't give me what I can see via a quick Google search. This is a book. Not a smartphone entry. Either do it and do it right or don't do it at all. Don't give me half a job, though.

On page forty, the track-by-track entries appear. Again, frustrations emerge. Johnson mentions three post-Uncle Tupelo/pre-Wilco tracks. He talks about two of those at the beginning of the band's career but pushes the third (‘The T.B is Whipping Me’) back to ‘Chapter 9’ because it's a cover. This decision seems odd. Is time the governing factor in how all of the examined tracks are sorted in this book? It seems that the answer is yes, unless it's a cover, then it's pushed back into a covers section. This is messy.

All three tracks appear in the 2014 rarities box set 'Alpha Mike Foxtrot: Rare Tracks 1994-2014'. So why not just have an additional, separate entry for this box set and feature all the tracks there instead of scattering them? There are other box set tracks haphazardly found elsewhere in this book too.

The general track-by-track coverage lists each song within their respective albums, including any special editions of the same plus TV appearances, those covers I mentioned and live releases. Each song lists the band line-up and instruments played, then Johnson looks at the background to the song, offers a personal view, other critical comments, how the song's been treated in live shows if at all and so on. The pace is lively, informative and succinct.

In fact, the majority of the book is excellent, packed with interesting details that serve as a useful reference.

The book itself should have been tweaked, though. The first forty pages binned or reduced to a two page introduction with the content order re-organised. I partly blame Johnson but mostly blame Jawbone for offering no guidance to the author and failing to impose their editorial authority on the final layout.

That said, climb over the irritations and you've got yourself a worthy tome of Wilco. PR
NEAT MOTIVE | Loudspeakers Cherrywood excellent speakers, condition and sound bargain, only £475! London, 07957394795 (Evan)

AIWA AP-2500 DD turntable, very good condition, £250. Musical Fidelity £150 amp, £650 CD, 800 £500 Kenwood £95 3Q, 3 head, cassette auto tape calibration. Full working order. £75 ono Tel: 01708 457 691

AUDIONOTE KIT One, £200 Marsant CD85, £493 Audionote Silver interconnect Kondo Japan £340 'Huggen Snell' Audionote stands (back breaking heavy), £295 Tel: 01333 285765

LINN LINTO phonostage Cosmetically unmarked Sounds as new, £470 including postage Tel: 01245 250 375 or Email: ruane.hp @bunycook.net [Exeest]

B&W B3 D3 Diamonds, factory stands, black, £1900. Rotel £52 amp, two months use £1450 Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD, original shipping crate, £650 Swane SRH £350 headphones £200 Tel: 07715 499 1 2

QUAD 506 power amplifier, control unit, FM tuner, very good condition £2200 Tel: 01624 438 1 85 (Nortonstaple)

KUDOS X2 speakers Fantastic condition Barely used, Grills never unwrapped Boxed Instructions Rosewood veneer £825. Email: timetemporal@yahoo.com (Sutton Coldfield area)

LEAK TROUGHLINE and Hi-Fi world valve decoder set up by Tim de Paravicini less than a year ago, one of the finest tuners anywhere £2700 Tel: 07943 5972 15 or Email: nodest@gmail.com

WALKER CJ 55 turntable, Haddock turntable ADC Phase IV cartridge just been serviced, with new box £295. NAD 1020 amp with 4020a tuner, £150 AR 150 speakers, new foam £50. All owned from new, and in mint condition Tel: 07979 705 544 or 0722 334 594 Email: callingsmashm1994 @gmail.com

10.5 inch metal tins for sale! for £150.00 ono Tel: 0127 782 593

LINN LINTO MC phono stage Anniversary Edition, in as new condition, £500 ono Tel: 0285 7858838 (Rayleigh, Essex)

FOR SALE Quad 23’s in gloss white only fully boxed, manuals, can post by UPS. I am selling for £430 Email: mike8064 @sky.com

ICON AUDIO M2.5 pair of valve mono blocks 18 months old, excellent, £495 ono Tel: 0268 785608 (Rayleigh, Essex)

LINN MAIK 140 Loudspeakers at Maplewood with black grille. Preote conditioner 199W 2.1 RMS. Offers in the region of £500 considered. Buyer collects Tel: 07752 772375. Email: irszenetr @gmail.com (Mardenhead, Evesham)

CLASSIC AUDIO Research SP6A valve preamp (not hybrid) which used to be maintained regularly in Absolute Sounds £550, Mandarin valve black 10b are, £400, tuner, £30 (2x mono amps each with power supply) so stacked 3 high pairs £395 Tel: 0734 623965 or 07986 769595 (Southport)

GARRARD 401 chassis, no plinth. In good condition all round and full working order. Prefer buyer to collect or arrange collection but can post at cost if needed. £500 no offers / no timewasters / no PayPal. Call 0207 499 8729 (Cambs)

RUSS ANDREWS classic Powerwood for sale with high quality Isotek IEC wattgate connection and high quality mix tough plug excellent mains cable for £140, Tel: 01791 494231 or Email: ruud@firstmail.im

OLSON SOUND fantastic 4 way mains block for sale excellent budget mains conditioner worth £110 sell for £55 bargain ono £1484. £27426 or Email: andrewwarring476 @yahoo.com

FOR SALE My Linn LP12 Sondeo with classic Afromosia Plinth in beautiful condition. Fully serviced & upgraded by the late Derek Jenkins March 2018 Lingo £1 power supply, Linn Base Plus original arm, and, Donon D3 MC cartridge fitted in March 2018 and little used. £150 ono. Will demonstrate, collect only. North London. Move forces sale Tel: 079944 4275 or Email: ruby@firstmail.im

WANTED TOP quality Hi-Fi separates and complete systems, Naim, Linn, Cyrus, PMC, Audio Research etc. fast, friendly, response and willing to travel/pay cash. Please call me on 078 5934240 or Email me at pogsnap@aol.com

EAR 549 200 watt valve mono blocks. Will demo. Free collection in person £2750 or offers Tel: 07741 503889 (Rory)

CANADIAN OUTWIRE Synchrony 3 metre length speaker cables. Super-totally new condition £70 (Synchrony interconnects available separately). Email: stephen.adolphus @gmail.com Tel: 07787 574734

NEAT MOTIVE 1 speakers Cherrywood excellent speakers, condition and sound bargain, only £475 London. 07957394795 (Evan)
PRIMALUNA EVO 300 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
PrimaLuna of Holland have introduced an entire new series of amplifiers – and near the top is the Evo 300 integrated that delivers 42 Watts per channel from EL34 valves in Ultra-linear mode, or 24 Watts in Triode mode – switchable by remote control. Using super high quality components, adaptive auto-bias and even a ‘bad tube indicator’ they are proud of this new design. Don’t miss our exclusive review in the next great issue of Hi-Fi World.

Also, we hope to bring you —
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO EDGE STREAMER
QUAD ARTERA PRE PREAMPLIFIER
WHARFEDALE LINTON LOUDSPEAKERS
UNISON RESEARCH UPHONO + PHONOSTAGE
KLIPSCH T5 TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS
PARASOUND HALOA23 + STEREO POWER AMP
PARASOUND HALO P6 PREAMP
DEVIALET PHANTOM REACTOR 900 SOUND SYSTEM
KLIPSCH THE THREE II TABLETOP SPEAKER
...and much more.

This is a selection of what we hope to bring you, not a complete list. We regret that due to a wide range of issues, we cannot guarantee that all products listed above will appear.
FREE READER CLASSIFIED ADS ORDER FORM

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Only one advert per reader. Maximum length per advert is 30 words. Adverts over 30 words will not be accepted. No Trade Adverts. This section is strictly for readers selling secondhand hi-fi equipment only. Telephone numbers and E-mail addresses are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as one word i.e. Quad 303 = two words. Sorry, we cannot accept adverts over the telephone. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions.

You can email your advert to us at: classifieds@hi-fiworld.co.uk or write or type your advertisement copy in block capitals with one word per box and post it to us at:

Hi-Fi World Free Readers Ads,
Studio 204,
Buspace Studio,
Conlan Street,
London W10 5AP

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
Post Code: _________________________
Daytime Tel: ________________________
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CARAVAN

IN THE LAND OF GREY AND PINK

Decca

Caravan were an odd band. At first glance in the music press – and if you took a quick Vox pop around music fans in the early seventies – you would have thought that the band was topping just about every chart out there and had achieved global success. The reality was much different. Up to and including 1975, arguably the band’s commercial heyday, Caravan never really bothered the charts and music sales trundled along nicely but without the band thinking about opening Swiss bank accounts to hold the resultant income.

Caravan was highly thought of and the group’s fans, including media representatives, shouted loudly about Caravan’s talents – but that never amounted to any suggestion of global domination. Yet the fervent and passionate support continued.

You could, therefore, call Caravan a cult group, but that wouldn’t be truly accurate either because the band were more than that, I feel.

This odd position, in the mindset of both the media and the public, gave Caravan a long and steady career because the group’s support, well, lasted. Unlike other stars of the moment who’s fans became bored and drifted into the night, Caravan’s backing was compact and forceful. The group’s lifespan as a recurring entity was longer perhaps than if Caravan had hit the No. 1 chart spot and blazed a light across the music industry. Toddling along... steadily, consistently, has given Caravan longevity. A rare state of affairs in music as a whole.


Caravan’s debut (1968) was a worthy release with plenty of highlights, combining jazz and psyche, but it was the 1970 release of ‘If I Could Do It All Over Again, I’d Do It All Over You’ that set the tone of innovative prog and something that was integrated within the group’s best work – humour. There was always a lovely, slightly under-stated, a little withdrawn, gentle, rather eccentric, decidedly English flavour of humour that ran, like a vein of quartz through a large piece of dense basalt, across their prog rock constructions. And those constructions could be impressive indeed.

In fact, in 1971, those constructions would form a starring role as ‘In the Land of Grey and Pink’ was released. Seen by many observers as the band’s peak in terms of artistic innovation, it was also the group’s last release with the original classic line-up as Dave Sinclair would leave to join Robert Wyatt in Matching Mole.

‘In the Land of Grey and Pink’ combined a range of musical genres, sprinkled across the prog template as garnish and taking the form of folk, a bit of classical here and there, jazz but always that English essence, including the band’s now trademark humour. What caught me, though, were the underlying melodies.

Speaking in 2013, band member, Pye Hastings commented on the restored and extended tracks featured on the reissued version of ‘In the Land of Grey and Pink’, seen also in this box set: “The solos were all recorded on different multi tracks and at the time of mixing, certain ones were deemed better than others and were selected, usually by the featured soloist and used in the final mix”.

Now ‘In The Land Of Grey And Pink’ can be found within a newly released 9CD box set featuring expanded editions of all the studio albums recorded for the Decca/Deram labels. The albums arrive complete with bonus tracks and rare live recordings, while the set also includes ‘The Story of Our Lives: Live At The BBC 1970-75’ and 1974’s ‘Live At Fairfields Halls’ concerts. The eight gatefold digipacks featuring original album art are enclosed in a rigid slipcase with an accompanying 44 page booklet detailing the history of the band.


Note that the debut is not featured in this set, presumably because Universal lost the rights.
New Product

The e.One Stream provides easy access to 1000’s of albums by connecting your preamp or DAC to Tidal, Qobuz, Vtuner or your personal NAS library. Download the excellent free iOS ‘Seek’ app to organise your playlists, favourite tunes and internet radio stations so they are readily accessible from your iOS tablet or phone. All that’s left is to choose from either the black or silver finish.

“... the e.One Stream has a great deal to commend it.” HiFi News (April 2019)
“Powerful, but with great poise, it is also the life and soul of the party”

**Sonus faber Serafino Tradition**
**HiFi News - Nick Tate**

“The Amati is one sexy-sounding speaker.”

**Sonus faber Amati Tradition**
**HiFi News - Ken Kessler**

“They have acted as custodians of the Sonus faber ethos”

**Sonus faber Guarneri Tradition**
**HiFi Plus - Alan Sircom**

We all want to live “the sweet life” and Sonus faber’s new Homage Tradition loudspeakers let you do just that.

Inspired by the work of traditional luthiers in Cremona and the finish of the modern iconic Riva Yacht line, the standmount Guarneri, and floorstanding Amati build on remarkable loudspeakers from Sonus faber’s past and are joined by the Serafino.

Designed to ignite musical passion in the listener, but with a sculptural intent that is a perfect foil for even the most design-oriented home.

These aren’t simply music makers. In the Homage Tradition series, Sonus faber has created audio art that will look as elegant decades from now as it does today.